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As a trustee of SAS, I’m honoured to edit
this special issue of Pipeline dedicated
to Women Earth Defenders at a time
of climate emergency. In these pages
we distil the stories and experiences
of women at the forefront of activism,
science, sport and advocacy to protect this
beautiful planet.
You might be wondering why we need
a special women’s issue? A few years ago a
corporate advert #LikeAGirl went viral and
helped us think differently about equality.
Contributors of all ages were asked to run
‘like a girl’. The older the contributor, the
more likely they were to flail about like
Penelope Pitstop and squeal. These people
considered girls to be inferior. However,
kids - unencumbered by years of gender
stereotyping - just ran. The point: girls
run, boys run.
In activism women mobilise change,

just like men. Isn’t it patronising to make
a song and dance about it? Well the truth
is, there is still a huge imbalance. Women’s
experiences and achievements in this
arena still suffer from a comparative lack
of funding, support and airtime. Bumping
into Lynn Robinson, the first ever President
of the British Mountaineering Council – a
massive achievement in and of itself - I
realised I knew next to nothing about the
history of women mountaineers, and rarely
heard of them.
In fact there are countless examples
where the achievements of women in
the outdoors, sport and activism are
minimised. There is only one way to
respond when women’s achievements
are ignored and that is to issue a loud
correction! Remember to channel tennis
player, Andy Murray. When sports
presenter John Inverdale congratulated

Murray on being the first person to claim
two Olympic golds for tennis. Murray
corrected him, ‘I think Venus and Serena
have won about four each,’ he replied.
Yassss Andy!
I would argue the women featured here
are born from a long and underappreciated
tradition of eco feminism. Some of our
contributors quoted Silent Spring as a
book that inspired them. Written by
Rachel Carson in 1962 it was the first
text to spell out how industrial farming
and production was poisoning the earth.
Meanwhile one of the world’s greatest
environmental activists alive today on
earth, Vandana Shiva cut her teeth in the
Chipko movement in India in the 1970s,
against deforestation. This was a female
movement, where women wrapped their
arms around trees while men tried to chop
the forests down.

But we’re not just passively celebrating
women’s achievements here either. Too
often today, the suggestion is that you
look at a picture of Serena Williams when
you’re a kid and you will become her by
the osmosis of ‘inspo’. Well, yes it’s great
to have role models, but we also need
plans and pathways and support to make
sure the next generation can succeed. Our
roll call of super-women in the following
pages have been generous with their
time and their advice. They’ve allowed
us to mine them for tips and stories so
that we’ve created a sort of guide to earth
defending. If you’re invested in change
and determined to bring it, you’ll want to
read this issue, irrespective of gender.
Read it, enjoy, defend #likeawoman.
International Women’s Day takes place
on 8th March.
Lucy Siegle
5

Earth Defenders

Ain’t No
Mountain
High Enough.
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We talk to 17 inspiring women from
around the world who are overcoming
all for the sake of protecting our
precious environment.
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Ellie
Goulding

Earth Defenders

All hail, Ellie Goulding as the superstar
singer fights for action on climate. A deep
love of nature, a burning interest in climate
science and a commitment to her young
fans to secure their future has turned one
of Britain’s best-loved singers into one of
our most powerful climate campaigners.
We caught up with Ellie, halfway up a Swiss
mountain to find out more…
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What brings you up a mountain in
Switzerland this early on a Wednesday
morning?
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Well it’s Davos, the World Economic
Forum meeting, so down the mountain
you’ll find all the guys in suits with lots of
money. But we’re here at Arctic Basecamp
where some of the best scientists in the
world camp out in minus 20 degrees
Celsius for the entire five-day meeting.
They refuse to spend research funding on
posh hotels in Davos but they need to be
here to explain the climate emergency to
powerful people, so they sleep outside.
Their research comes straight from the
Arctic where we are losing sea ice at an

unprecedented rate. I think they are
heroes, so when I heard about the team
here I was determined to visit, with coffee.
It’s the least we can do! [Ellie was spotted
delivering coffee in rCUPs, the only cups
in the world made from recycled single
use coffee cups in a closed loop system,
also available from the SAS Shop.]

Are you frustrated about the lack of
leadership on climate change?
Of course. Look at the contrast here,
between the commitment and dedication
here at Basecamp, and that of global
leaders in politics and business. Too many
world leaders are shying away from their
responsibility to the planet and our future.
I think climate change should be treated
as an emergency. It’s as if a meteorite is
about to hit the earth. Instead we have
world leaders playing for time and trying
to negotiate with the science.

Isn’t the science really difficult?
Yes, but it’s made much easier when the
guys here explain it. I actually like to hear
about the science first hand. It’s such a
privilege to get to talk to someone like Dr
Gail Whiteman [also featured in this issue]
and it means that when I do interviews
like this, I’ve got something to say that is
solid and I’m not just banging on without
evidence. But the team here are eye
witnesses from the frontline of change
and still people don’t listen. In fact you
get an American president that confuses
climate with weather.

What was it that turned you into an
earth defender?
I grew up in rural Hereford and you spend
a lot of time as a young person walking
through fields. I think I just became very
alert to nature. I think that’s an innate

connection that must be protected. When
we lose that connection, we stop fighting
for the natural world. I have been a
vegetarian for a long time, and I think that
was what started me thinking about the
impact that we have on the environment,
and the resources we use. From that I began
to untangle and learn about the impact of
other stuff, like the fashion we consume.
I’m very curious and always asking
questions and I travel a lot. I always want
to know what changes people have noticed.
I went to Norway, with a friend who could
tell me how warm it was comparative
to previous years and it sparked a huge
interest. The more I learned, the more
shocked I became and then the more
determinedly committed to change. It’s
something that… has snowballed. Sorry to
use that word as we’re here looking at bits
of ice in an arctic tent!

Tell me about a place you’ve visited that
has changed the way you think?

own stories. As humans we communicate
by swapping stories that contain our own
experiences. As a songwriter this appeals
to me because songs are just condensed
stories. They are parcels of intense
experience, wisdom, advice and ambition
– all the same ingredients that will work
when we describe how we feel about ocean
pollution, or species loss.

You don’t seem to have any fears?
I have loads. The biggest is public speaking.
I joke that you can tell climate change is an
emergency when you see me on platforms
speaking out. I make myself get up there
and do it. That’s why I’ve found myself on
stage addressing UN audiences including
the late Kofi Annan, speaking in front of
presidents ahead of COP24 and to 80 world
leaders and a huge audience at the global
conference to halt the trade in illegal
wildlife. I don’t think I would ever do that if
it wasn’t for the planet!

To promote Earth Hour 2018, I travelled
with scientists to Greenland’s largest
glacier. I stood by the calving margin of
Jakobshavn Isbrae and it felt like another
world. Your brain has to make sense that
this beautiful and enormous glacier, is
disappearing before our eyes. Standing in
its presence is an assault on the senses.
Even in a big puffer jacket it was so cold,
there’s a crackle in the air, and an almost
imperceptible sound of ice shifting. All of
my senses were on edge. This is what they
call a sensory overload. I think at that point
I really ‘felt’ what global warming was.

You’ve achieved so much, what next?

What would your advice be to up and
coming activists and campaigners?

Thank you. I love it. My coach says I show
promise, perhaps I can combine the two:
boxing and climate campaigning. Then I’d
really be a force to be reckoned with.

To use the evidence and your passion and
be fearless. People need to wake up to
this, urgently! Don’t be afraid to use your

I’m working really hard on new music at
the moment but at some point I would love
to visit the arctic proper. My own industry
is full of opportunities to be greener and
more engaged, so I am constantly on the
lookout for ways to improve. There are
some exciting things coming up which
fuse music and the planet, but they’re
secret. I’d have to push you off the
mountain if I told you.

We have to ask you about boxing. We’ve
seen some of your training clips on social
media and you are IMPRESSIVE!

9

Nimco
Ali

plastic bags in Africa, and they are about
to instigate a ban on charcoal burning,
one of the main sources of fuel up to now
[charcoal affects air quality and leads to
deforestation].

Would you call yourself an eco-feminist?

Earth Defenders

Absolutely. I think at a local level, women
always care for the environment and they
understand that nature provides a lifeline
for their children. It doesn’t surprise
me that the Environment minister of
Somaliland is a woman, Shukri H Ismail.
She has also worked on ending FGM, so
we talk the same language, and she’s been
very successful at pinpointing pollution,
such as oil leaking from ships coming
into Somaliland from the Gulf of Aden
threatening the Berbera beach.

As a child Nimco Ali fled civil war in
Somalia to live in the UK. A survivor
of Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)
Nimco has become one of the
foremost campaigners to end this
hideous abuse of women. With typical
humour however, she calls herself
‘Chief Fanny Defender’, and she is
now becoming chief earth defender.

What drives you?
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Some people probably don’t know
much about Somaliland, what can
you tell us?
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Well I’m forever adding it to maps on
a Post-it Note so yes, there’s definitely
work to be done. Somaliland, my birth
country, was a former British protectorate,
until 1961 when it joined with Somalia.
But in 1991 Somaliland broke away
again, and since then it has had five
democratic elections. Somaliland has a
lot of international links, but it is still
not officially recognised and that means
that although there’s a lot of energy in
government around the environment, we
don’t have the support of international
treaties. It’s crazy, you can go right up
close to 5000 year old cave paintings,
which aren’t protected and similarly
we don’t have enough controls on our
beautiful beaches like Berbera.

How worried are you about the plastic
pandemic affecting the country?
The problem in Somaliland is plastic water
bottles. They are often strewn in clumps
on the beach where visitors have left
them. Obviously they are upsetting and
ruin your Instagram photos, but I’m also
hopeful too because we haven’t trashed
the whole ecosystem… yet, so we should
focus on educating people not to leave
them on the beach. Ideally we’d like them
to switch from single-use water bottles
to tap water. But at the moment we don’t
have the infrastructure to provide water
for growing populations in the cities.
However, there is appetite for change.
Somaliland had one of the first bans on

When I started campaigning I weighed
it up: this [campaign to end FGM] could
be very successful or I’ll get killed trying
to do it. The latter almost happened,
twice. I remember getting out of bed and
thinking ‘well I can only die once’. I found
the confidence to carry on. When you
take on something like this you have to
know the reason why. I know I want to end
FGM because there are 70 million girls
across the world who need our protection.
Meanwhile there are 200 million women
who have survived FGM.

You’ve achieved so much, but what has it
cost you?
In terms of cost, I’ve given everything to
get to this point. I almost lost my family
and I almost lost my life. But I always
thought, ‘well I’m privileged enough to
be able to campaign so I’m going to do
it.’ I had the privilege and protection of
the community I was living in, by virtue

of living in the UK. I have been able to
say and act without restrictions and to
connect with a lot of women, so these were
all elements that were on my side. If you
have privilege, why not use it for good?
Another key thing for me was that I wasn’t
starting a new campaign, I was lending my
voice, and amplifying the great work on
ending FGM that had already been done.
That was important.

What attributes do you think you have that
make you a good campaigner?
A sense of humour has been a massive
aid especially because I’m talking about
something inescapably brutal. If someone
is laughing you can go much further
than if they’re crying. Make them cry,
and nothing’s going to change. If I do
have an ability, it’s probably that I can
connect on a local level in Somaliland,
and talk to people in their villages and
their environment but I can also take
that experience and use it more globally,
such as lobbying in parliament. That’s my
privilege and I use it to effect change.

How different is your approach on the
environment to your work on ending FGM?
I actually approach them in very similar
ways. When I used to have conversations
with women who were planning to cut
their daughters, I would know that they
were also the ones who had experienced
the horror of FGM themselves and that
on some level they knew it was wrong.
So that’s the same for the environment.
Those who are the perpetrators of
pollution need to be convinced to become
agents of change, and switch from
harming to protecting.
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Here are our essential Camel steps to
becoming an Active Activist:
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Camel
Assembly

Earth Defenders

1. Mountains are made of dirt.
Making change is neither grandiose
nor instant. Big change happens with
small, consistent acts. We call this
#MarchingDaily.

Three years ago friends,
Yelda Ali and Keshia
Hannam decided to
build a community of
change-makers. Camel
Assembly was born.
Now from New York
and London to Nairobi,
‘camels’ are making
change across the
world. Direct from New
York, here is the Camass
plan to active activism.

Why camels?
Because the camel is a creature that when
cared for, can provide unlimited service to
those around (the community).

What’s the idea behind Camel Assembly
aka Camass?
Camel Assembly is a global community of
creatives (we call our members ‘camels’).
We believe that change begins with self,
then spreads to families and communities
where it leads to social impact. So we run
all sorts of programmes and networking
events that allow our members to embrace
everyday change.

2. Every day apply the energy and
commitment you would usually save for
a march or rally and use it to fuel efforts
towards improving life for yourself and
community. Don’t be afraid to start really
small. You’ll be amazed at the results that
commitment and focus bring.
3. Pick a cause and apply your skillset,
authentically. Look at your life: your
opportunities, your passion, your
privilege and traumas. What makes you
feel strong and when did you feel the
most angry? These are clues to where
your authentic activism lies.
4. Then assess your skillset, and apply
it to your activism. For example: we
are skilled as event producers. So it was
natural for us to produce the Hong Kong
Human Rights Awards.
5. Think less, learn more. Begin by
researching who is already making the
kind of change you want to see, and
collaborate. If no one is doing what you
want to, build a team of like-minded
people who share your mission and begin
researching your first action step.
6. When given the chance to do good,
people usually will; often, you just
need to ask! Never be afraid to ask for
help– from friends, art galleries and
restaurants, or even the local council.

7. Begin by researching your cause. Use
your chosen cause as the keyword to
search instagram profiles and hashtags
and Google search news articles. Follow
Twitter users who specialise in your cause.
8. Customise your activism and enjoy
it! Giving back should be personalised,
and can be a lot of fun, rather than a
struggle. Instead of trying to take on
gala dinners or hounding friends for
cash donations, think laterally; create
an amazing race around your nearest
town with paid entry, or add a happy
hour to the end of a beach clean up!
9. Know that you will encounter walls,
sometimes literally. We encountered the
Great Wall of China when we tried to run
a social media and sexuality workshop in
Shanghai. We were denied entry, detained
at the airport overnight, and marched
back to a flight to Hong Kong at 6am. It
was scary but has made us stronger.
10. Finally, never be afraid to admit your
failures. We all have them. Here’s one of
ours: For World Environment Day 2018
we designed a large art installation on
the theme of plastic waste. We designed
a large installation that was a black hole
that absorbed our rubbish, reflecting our
out-of-sight-out-of-mind approach to
waste. Sometimes it’s easy to get carried
away. After it had been built (a difficult
task in and of itself) we discovered
our two metre cylindrical masterpiece
wouldn’t fit through the doors of the
venue. Meanwhile the heavens opened,
and it got rained on heavily. Takeaway
learning? Always carry a tape measure
and use it on doors!
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Hanli
Prinsloo

Earth Defenders

Hanli is a record-breaking South
African freediver, speaker, writer
and ocean conservationist. We find
out about her deep connection to the
ocean and how she uses it to inspire
environmental and social change.
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Where did it all start for you?
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I grew up on a wild horse farm in South
Africa, hours from the ocean. Nature
was my closest companion and greatest
teacher all through my childhood; from
the close relationship with other species
to the stillness only vast open spaces
hold, it shaped my values, passions and
subsequent career.
To this day I find my greatest
inspiration there; whether it’s an early
morning surf session, hike in the Table
Mountain range or a freedive in my
local kelp forest. After each deep nature
connection, I come out inspired and
energised. I can’t find the same feeling in
cities or people.

Image: Peter Marshall

Was there a single pivotal moment that
put you on the path to your life now?
One day in Mozambique on a training
dive for a freediving competition, a large
pod of spinner dolphins surrounded our
boat and I slipped into the water and dove
straight down, my monofin allowing me
to move just like them. The pod started
spiralling around me, getting closer and
closer, making eye contact, whistling
and clicking excitedly. We reached the
sandy bottom at 30 metres and I felt this
incredible sense of belonging, a wild joy
that had me bursting back to the surface
in laughter. That day I knew that my
everyday had to be dedicated to protecting
the place these creatures call home.

Have you had any other experiences with
ocean life that have had a lasting impact
on you?
One day in the Indian Ocean, I had
the privilege of being welcomed into a
resting pod of sperm whales and scanned
by two large females, I hung with my
arms outstretched thinking and feeling
gratitude and love. It sounds so banal to
describe the experience, but it truly was a
sense of ‘they know’. When it was time for
the adults to dive deep, they left a young
sperm whale at the surface. It was like
they entrusted me to be their babysitter.
I got to play and dive and cavort with the
young giant until the pod resurfaced. This
memory is etched into me forever.

Is there a way that you mentally prepare
for these freediving experiences?
Freediving offers us a unique opportunity
to meet ourselves. When holding your
breath, at a certain point the body
demands a new breath, with the correct
training you will know if this is in fact
a true need for oxygen or not, and start
having a conversation between body and
mind. This very practical mental strength
I find is best practiced through stillness,
be it yoga, nature time, meditation or
swimming - the chance to see your
thoughts and learn to not be them. It’s
incredibly liberating!

15

Earth Defenders

What would you like to see happen in the
future, in order to protect our marine
environment?

I founded ‘I Am Water’ in 2010 with the
belief that we protect what we love. Our
two-day ocean workshops combine yoga,
mindfulness, marine science and an
immersive ocean snorkel to help people
fall in love with something they want
to protect and through this – encourage
lasting behaviour change. We work with
schools in low income communities
within 5 kms of the ocean that are easily
overlooked but impossible to ignore in
South Africa, where income inequality is
the highest in the world. These are the
communities that will shape the future of
South Africa and our oceans.

In my opinion, even more terrifying than
plastic pollution and overfishing is what
climate change can and does do to our
ocean. We also need to consider habitat
and species loss.
I believe we need to explore
sustainable ways to eat a more plantbased diet. I personally don’t eat any fish
and seafood. I believe we need to address
the gross inequality that forces certain
industries to thrive and whole nations to
suffer. We need whole systems to change,
and fast! From the way we use plastic to
how it gets discarded to how we travel,
how we consume fast fashion and fast
food. We need a great big shift and we
need to all be involved.
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You have said, “Conservation is a can of
worms. You open it up and it becomes a
social challenge.”
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I believe that living on a planet where our
species is approaching 8 billion, talking
about conservation is talking about
people. Whether we are talking about
a fossil fuel industry where business
and government leaders don’t want to
make the decisions needed for planetary
survival due to economic factors, or a
fisherman in East Africa who is struggling
to make a living because commercial
fishing from foreign nations has made
his way of life unsustainable; the greatest
challenge I see is at the junction between
humans and nature, our co-dependence
and the impacts we have on nature deliberate or accidental. We need a whole
new way of looking at human wellbeing
where nature is not considered a resource
but a precious heritage.

What have you learnt along the way?
I often ask myself ‘am I doing enough?’
and many days I doubt myself, my work
and my efficacy. I have to remind myself
to slow down and enjoy the journey. I have
become much better at not being hard
on myself. I would tell my younger self
to take a holiday and start surfing. I only
started when I was in my late twenties and
I needed it earlier!

What message would you like to pass on to
SAS supporters?
You’re not alone! I know in this passionate
world of ocean love and conservation
it is easy to see all the destruction, but
through my travels and collaborations I
have become aware of how many amazing
people there are working on ‘team ocean’!
Focus on the love and the hope, our ocean
is a great big blue heap of it! Get salty and
stay connected to the ocean.

Lindsey
Cole

You now inspire others through
ocean experiences, can you tell us more
about that?

Lindsey Cole was backpacking on the
other side of the world when her father
died suddenly. She was devastated. An
accident that led to hospital gave her a
wake-up call that inspired her to turn her
life around. Here’s her story.
You managed to turn a really negative
situation into a life full of adventure. Tell
us a bit about how it all started.
I channelled my negative energy and
began training for the London Triathlon.
My spirits soared when I crossed the finish
line, so I cycled to Paris the following
month. Then I cycled the length of Britain
and the African continent. Adventure
became my medicine.

dressed as a mermaid. What inspired you
and what did you discover?
I cut my hand on a small piece of plastic
when I was free diving in Indonesia. I spun
around and realised I was surrounded
by thousands of tiny pieces of manmade
polymers bobbing miles from shore. I
wanted to raise awareness about it and
realised that Britain wasn’t great with
plastic consumption either. I decided
to swim the length of the Thames as a
mermaid to highlight how we’re choking
our waterways with plastic. I was
pleasantly surprised by how clean the
water was in some areas and then learnt
that these areas were part of the SAS
Plastic Free Community network. Keep
doing what you’re doing.

Tell us about Bude in the Nude!
After I cycled the length of Africa, I
discovered a route connecting London to
Paris and decided to roller skate there.
When I returned, my friend Lucy joked
that I should roller skate down to see her
in Bude and later that month, at a festival
a friend was wearing a nude suit and it
pinged in my head - I’ll roller skate to
Bude in the Nude and raise money for my
friend’s charity Smile with Siddy.

Your most recent challenge, Urban
Mermaid, saw you swim the Thames

Is it possible to make a living from
adventuring?
It’s tough, but it’s possible. I’m frugal and
not into fancy things or possessions. I
write about adventure, do public speaking
and teach English online, which enables
me to be free to travel whenever I want.

What is the most important lesson life has
taught you?
Life can be cruel. But when it is, your
world hasn’t ended. Wonderful things can
arise from sad situations.
17

Sophie
Goldschmidt

Earth Defenders

CEO of the WSL (World
Surf League), Sophie
Goldschmidt is one of the
most powerful women in
international sport. We
chat to her about a life
in sport and working to
bridge the gender gap.

Image: WSL/Morris

What did you want to be when you grew up?

What are the hallmarks of a great leader?

I grew up loving pretty much all sports,
especially tennis. I wanted to be a pro
when I was a teenager and was inspired by
Billie Jean King [American former number
1 and pioneer for gender equality and
social justice] for all she achieved and for
being ahead of her time.

You’ve got to be tenacious and patient and
not take things too personally. Work hard,
be committed, be flexible and adaptable;
the only thing certain is change.
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What advice would you give to your
younger self?
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You never know where the next
opportunity is coming from, so you have
to be open-minded. Having too specific
a plan can be limiting. A career is not a
straight slope.

Your career has involved management
roles at the National Basketball
Association, the Women’s Tennis
Association and the Rugby Football Union.

Tell us about your surfing experience.
I didn’t get into surfing until my mid-20s
when I visited Bali. That first time, I got
up once in three hours but I had a blast.
How can I be so bad at something and
actually enjoy it? I’m competitive and it
went against my normal psyche in these
situations. Since then, I’ve become closer
to it. I’m still a very average surfer, but
I’ve always found the sport fascinating,
beautiful and adventurous.

You’ve been instrumental in bridging the
gender gap in surfing. Can you tell us
more about that?

We push for equality in all walks of
life, starting on the waves. We’ve been
increasing both the quality and quantity
of events on the women’s Championship
Tour, and have created a women’s Big Wave
Tour. We’re lucky to have women on our
tour who are highly talented and iconic role
models. Women need platforms to show
how good they are; WSL has provided that
and the potential is enormous.
Last year, when we told the female
surfers we were introducing equal prize
money, the reactions were very emotional.
It was a special moment as many thought
they’d never see it happen in their lifetime.

With surfing entering the Olympics for
the first time in 2020, it’s an exciting time
for the sport. Some surfers might worry
that spots will become overcrowded, what
do you think about that?

I understand that’s a concern for some
people. From my own experience and
from working at the League, I know the
inspirational power of surfing and its
ability to positively transform lives. I want
as many people as possible to experience
and enjoy surfing, whether in the ocean or
a wave system.

What message would you like to pass on to
SAS supporters?
Firstly, thank you to everyone involved for
your incredible work and the community
you’ve built in the UK, which is now
recognized worldwide. We’re proud
to partner with SAS and celebrate and
support your work through WSL PURE.
Your dedication to protecting the ocean is
truly inspirational, please keep going!
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Tell us about your connection to the
natural environment.
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destruction of wetlands and water bodies,
encroachment into protected areas, climate
change, unregulated urban informal
settlements, and lack of the state-of-theart waste management practices. While
we have world-class laws and policies,
implementation has been a challenge.

Plastic became a particular issue for
you, why?

Judi
Wakhungu

Earth Defenders

Kenyan geologist turned
politician and diplomat,
Judi Wakhungu, leveraged
all her experience and
passion to bag a plastic
ban in Kenya. We find out
how she succeeded where
others failed.

I grew up in Kenya where the varied
landscape and ecosystems provided an
endless frontier for discovery. Whether
it was playing in rivers, lakes, oceans,
climbing hills, safaris in exquisite
National Parks, or hiking in forests, I was
always enamoured by natural beauty.

What did you want to be growing up?
I considered so many career options
including joining the Air Force but I
couldn’t escape the magnetism of the
outdoors, so I settled on geology.

Plastic pollution had become a national
disaster and nightmare. Our natural
landscapes were blighted with polythene
bags, our water bodies infested with
plastic, our drainage and sewerage
systems congested by plastics. The
situation was exacerbated by Kenya’s
littering culture and the inability of
local areas to manage the problem. The
situation was dire and I had to respond.

Your response came in the form of a
plastic bag ban even though this had been
attempted three times over ten years in
Kenya. How did you manage to succeed?

Who/what has inspired you?
I’ve been inspired by a retinue of visionary
women in STEM [science, technology,
engineering, mathematics], Hypatia, Marie
Curie, Rosalind Franklin, Rachel Carson,
Wangari Maathai as well as Kenyan women
leaders, my family, and teachers.

What are the main eco issues you face
in Kenya?
Kenya’s population is growing but our
space is confined. We strive to balance
sustainable development and conservation
so we’re faced with all forms of pollution,
deforestation, biodiversity loss,

Getting the plastic bag ban through in
Kenya was a Herculean challenge. Luckily
I’d enacted many seminal environmental
laws and amendments including the
Climate Change Act and Wildlife
Conservation & Management Act, so I had
experience. One of the things I did was
to consult widely with stakeholders from
Kenya’s government ministries, legislators,
the judiciary, counties, the private sector,
civil society, and UN Environment.
Although I faced threats, I’d built support
from the most critical sectors.

What’s the most positive outcome from
the ban you engineered?
The environment improved visibly
overnight. Even before the ban came into
effect, many consumers had made the

switch to reusable bags and biodegradable
alternatives. Natural materials and fibres
that were previously out of circulation
due to the ubiquity of single-use plastics
were now in high demand. That means
the industries and businesses providing
environmentally-friendly options are
thriving, and many volunteers are
participating in clean-up and awareness
campaigns.

Did the plastic bag ban have any negative
effects?
For those addicted to single-use
plastic bags, yes. All Kenyans who
litter yet demand their constitutional
rights to a clean and safe environment
were negatively affected, as well as
manufacturers, distributors, and retailers
who didn’t take the ban seriously and
counties that refuse to provide waste
management services. Job losses were
widely reported in the media, but when I
repeatedly asked for the number of jobs
lost I didn’t receive a conclusive answer.

What advice would you give to your
younger self?
I would have been more cavalier,
outspoken, and forthright about the issues
I’m passionate about.

What message would you like to pass on to
the SAS supporters?
Remain vigilant and determined. Working
for the environment isn’t easy. It is a
calling, a vocation.

What is the most important lesson life has
taught you?
Life has taught me that you must not
underestimate yourself. Every single one
of us can scale mountains. We must always
be focused and tenacious.
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I see my own time in the water as
genderless; once you cross the shoreline
all gender, status, religion and race is left
behind. Back on shore, however, I see the
gender divide in surfing re-appear.
This vision of a woman as a ‘beach
babe’ instead of a surfer is infuriating.
But things are changing. Over the years
many talented women have worked so
hard to prove themselves as equal. I
feel that I grew up on the cusp of this,
benefiting from the foundations that
were set before my time in surfing.
I’ve always had a supportive network
of boys and men that have assisted and
been inclusive of my presence in most
situations involving the sea.
All around the world it’s no longer rare
to be in a line-up with more women than
men. Surfing is now more inviting for
anyone to be a part of.

Belinda
Baggs

Earth Defenders

You mentioned that being a female
surfer made you an outcast. Is that still
the case and do you think there is still a
divide in surfing?
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Belinda Baggs, arguably the coolest
cucumber on our list, has spent the
last 10 years travelling the world as a
professional surfer, ambassador and
product tester for Patagonia, and now
works at its HQ in Oz. When she’s not
busy surfing and attending climate
change protests with her son Rayson,
she’s an ambassador for Australia’s
answer to SAS, #Take3ForTheSea.

How did becoming a mother change your
outlook on life?
Tell us about your connection to the sea.
As a teenager, the ocean became my best
friend. Now it is home; enlightening and
wild, it’s the only place I feel like my true
self, somewhere to flow with nature and
be part of the living world in every sense.

What was it like for you growing up and
how has that shaped you?
Growing up as a female surfer, even here
in Australia, I was an outcast. Throughout
my teenage years, I was forced to choose
between fitting in with my schoolmates
or listening to my soul. Needless to say I
choose the latter. All I ever wanted was to
be a surfer.

One of your main roles as a parent is the
present and future wellbeing of your kids.
Nothing is more important at this point in
time than the health of the planet. Being a
parent made me realise that all living things
are part of an intricate system. Through our
time here we are simply custodians of this
planet that need to protect and preserve
it for our children and the following
generations of life in all forms.

It’s his future - when I’m gone Rayson
will be on this planet with children of
his own. To educate our children with
honest environmental information is of
the utmost importance, maybe he will be
able to encourage other kids to do better
as well. I’m so ashamed when explaining
to Rayson about all of the environmental
disasters that have developed throughout
my lifetime, and can only hope and pray
that things will change.

Explain to our supporters what
#Take3ForTheSea is and what your
involvement is with the campaign.
#Take3ForTheSea is an Australian
environmental group. Their message is
simple - take three pieces of plastic rubbish
every time you leave the beach or waterway.
The team are working hard on various
education programmes, implementing
deposit return schemes for plastic
bottles, and eliminating single-use items
such as plastic shopping bags from local
and state regions.
I have long been an advocate of their
message and now am an ambassador
helping spread awareness and continuing
with beach cleans and removing singleuse plastic from my own life.

And finally, what is the most important
lesson life has taught you?
Be humbled.

You and your son Rayson attend lots
of Climate Change protests. How
important is it to you that your son is
aware and proactive when it comes to
environmental issues?
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Delphine
Lévi Alvarès

Earth Defenders

Delphine Lévi Alvarès is the European
Coordinator of the #BreakFreeFromPlastic
movement at Zero Waste Europe, a nongovernmental organisation which brings
together the groups working on waste
prevention and waste management to try
and build a zero waste society. They’re
working to empower communities and
individuals to change their relationships
with resources with great success.
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What inspired you to work in
environmental activism?
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That’s a tough question. It’s a mixture
of many different things. I think nature
itself actually inspired me. I have always
had a very strong connection with nature
and seeing the beauty, resilience and
strength of nature was a driver for me. I’ve
also been very inspired by people working
on peace, such as Buddha or Ghandi.

Tell us a bit about #BreakFreeFromPlastic
and what it aims to achieve.
The #BreakFreeFromPlastic movement
involves NGOs coming together to build
a holistic answer to the plastic pollution

issue across the supply chain. We work on
preventions rather than cures, providing
best practices and more importantly,
creating a sense of community. It’s a global
movement with a particular focus on Asia,
Europe and the US and there are currently
1,400 NGOs working together to share
strategies to achieve common goals.

Is there a moment in your working history
that you are particularly proud of?
We launched the #BreakFreeFromPlastic
movement in 2016 and very shortly after
that, we created a coalition of NGOs to work
specifically on shaping the EU strategy
for plastics. We pushed from day one for a
Directive on single-use plastics and against
everything we had predicted, we got it. The
EU-wide ban on many single-use plastics
was a real leap forward in tackling plastic
pollution in Europe.
When I was interviewing the
First Vice-President of the European
Commission and I was asking him how
he was feeling about the new Directive,
he said that without our coalition, the
Directive would have never happened.
It felt so good to get that recognition of the
campaign from the decision makers.

What will you be working on in 2019?
We are working on what we call the
Brussels Transition. We have the European
elections in May, so we’re going to have
a new European parliament and a new
president of the European Commission.
We’re working at national level on the
European elections with our members in
each country to make the topic of plastics
a key topic of the election campaigns. We
will work with the new decision makers
to educate them on plastic pollution, and
what the next commission’s members
should and could do to tackle it.
Image: Camille Delbos
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Liz Bonnin

them looked like little fairies with skirts
and others looked like elongated alien
creatures with tentacles, all backlit by
the light of the other submersible. It was
one of the most outrageously wonderful
moments of my life.

Earth Defenders

Drowning in Plastic was one of the most
talked about programmes of 2018 and did
a fantastic job of raising awareness of the
plastic pollution crisis. What was the most
shocking thing you saw while filming?

Liz Bonnin has been a staple of British
television for the last 17 years, presenting
for the likes of Bang Goes the Theory,
BBC Horizon and most notably Drowning
in Plastic, which picked up where the
iconic Blue Planet 2 left off. We talk to
Liz about how she combined her love of
science with television and devoted her
life to reporting on the natural world.
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What inspires you most in life?
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The planet and its wildlife have inspired
me in ways that are difficult to put into
words. I have developed a real respect,
admiration and sense of awe for all
the animals I’ve had the privilege of
observing. Spending time in the company
of wildlife instils in you humility and a
sense of responsibility to take care of it,
and it makes you realise that we humans
are not above it all – that nature is so
much more magnificent, intelligent and
sentient than we used to think.

And who inspires you?
Sir David Attenborough has inspired me
ever since I was a child. Not only because
of his infectious curiosity and passion
for the natural world, but also because
of how he revolutionised natural history
programming. As a communicator, he is
second to none. He is also empathetic,
kind and generous with his time to the
throngs of people desperate to spend even
a moment in his company.

Is there one moment in your career that
really stands out?
We filmed in submersibles in the
Galapagos a couple of years ago. It was
an extraordinary feeling to think that we
were the first humans to set eyes on the
flanks of these volcanic islands in the
Bolivar Canal. As we were descending we
also saw incredible zooplankton - all of
these beautiful, impossibly perfect shapes
floating in the water column. Some of

It was all shocking. But one of the worst
experiences was watching shearwater
chicks getting their stomachs flushed
of 30 to 40 pieces of plastic by scientists
in the dead of night. They’re only a few
months old but their stomachs are filled
with plastic, so they don’t have any energy
for migration. We would do sweeps of the
beaches in the morning and find five or
six dead chicks on a stretch of sand.

Was there anything that didn’t make the
final cut that you really wanted to include?
We were focussing on the extent of the
damage to our oceans. There was so much
to cover already that we would have needed
another hour episode to cover the reality of
what happens to our plastic in this country
alone. Very quickly as we were filming this
documentary, I began to ask: “Hang on,
what do you mean we don’t recycle? What
do you mean a lot of the UK’s plastic ends
up in South East Asia in illegal dumps?” We
had discussions about what we could leave
out to be able to cover that topic but there
was just too much to tell about what was
going on in the oceans.

Can we turn the tide on plastic?
I think what’s happening to our
environment is a direct result of our
rampant consumerism, our obsession with

economic growth and unfortunately, the
continued lack of political will to regulate
the industries to blame, even as the planet
bows so severely under so much pressure.
I’m learning that change will only
come if we continue to adopt individual
behavioural changes and relentlessly
make our voices heard.

What changes have you made in
your personal life to help protect the
environment?
I’ve started a plastic audit - every month
after you’ve collected all the plastic you’ve
used, you make a bar chart of the different
areas they come from. You look at what
the highest bar is that month and you
reduce that. I saw a school tweeting about
it and I thought it was very clever.

Do you feel optimistic about the future of
the marine environment?
It can be difficult to feel optimistic when
the reality is that the plastics industry is
increasing its rates of plastic production.
In America alone, the plastics industry is
aiming to increase production by 40% in
the next decade. When you realise that big
industry still isn’t on board, and that your
own government implements a tax on
plastic bags and packaging with less than
30% recycled plastic instead of banning all
single-use packaging, despite everything
we now know about how plastic is
damaging out planet. It can be terribly
demoralising. The mind boggles as to what
needs to happen before our world leaders’
priorities change.
At the end of March, Liz will be sharing the screen
with Sir David Attenborough, Chris Packham and
Steve Backshall to present Blue Planet Live.
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Ellise
Chappell
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You might know Ellise Chappell as
Morwenna from the award-winning BBC
drama Poldark. What you might not know
is that in 2018, Ellise hung up her corset for
a while and boarded the all-female research
vessel eXXpedition to carry out vital
research on plastic pollution and use her
platform to raise awareness of the crisis.

What was your role on the boat?
I didn’t have one particular role on
the boat - we all cooked, cleaned, took
night-watches, helped collect data for our
scientific research, as well as helping with
the general running of the boat. A lot of us
had never been sailing and had never had
to conduct scientific research before - the
professional sailing crew and scientists on
board were stellar teachers though.
Image: Mammoth Screens

What is it like filming Poldark on some of
Cornwall’s most rugged coastline?

Were there any stand-out moments that
shocked or surprised you?

Breathtaking - we’re so lucky we get to
shoot on location because the Cornish
landscape is so stunning. When there are
gale force winds and heavy rain it feels
completely epic - especially if you’re
performing an emotional scene.

Too many. We spotted a pod of five orcas
near Victoria, BC, which was magical. We
also did a beach clean on the uninhabited
Benson Island that was very eye-opening.
We found plastic bottles, buoys, old flip
flops and styrofoam of all sizes. It was
shocking to see how even an uninhabited
island can be affected by plastic pollution.

Tell us a bit about eXXpedition and how
you ended up being part of the crew?

What was the best and worst thing about
your trip?

eXXpedition specialises in all-female
sailing voyages, with a focus on testing
and sampling the ocean water for plastic
pollution and toxics. By creating a
community of multidisciplinary women
from all over the world, they aim to create
an army of fierce change makers, using
their varied skills to raise awareness
around the issue. I happened to spot
that eXXpedition were recruiting for
their next week-long voyage. I filled
in the application form, had a Skype
interview with Emily Penn (a founder of
eXXpedition) and the rest is history.

The best thing: the other women on
the boat. Words can’t describe how
sensational they all were - it was so
wonderful getting to know them, and I
felt inspired by them everyday. To have
scientists, sailors, local government
officers, managers, artists and
filmmakers all in the same space was very
cool - so many different skills packed
onto a 72ft sailing vessel, all with the
same passion for the ocean. The worst
thing: seasickness. For some reason I
was absolutely convinced I wouldn’t feel
seasick. I couldn’t have been more wrong
– I was lying down within the first hour of
being on the boat!

Where can we expect to see you next?
We just finished filming Poldark Series 5
which will be airing later this year.
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Melissa
Reid

Lynn
Robinson
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How to get to the top! Lynn Robinson,
first female president of the British
Mountaineering Council tells us about
climbing literal and metaphorical
mountains. (The BMC is the representative
body of mountaineers, climbers and hill
walkers in England and Wales.)
I’m a mountaineer, climber and hillwalker
and I have become very sensitive to
how fragile the environment is, having
witnessed the shrinking of glaciers, the
increase of litter in the mountains and the
horrors of plastic at the base of sea cliffs.
The mountain environment is at the
core of who I am. It gives me an inner
strength and a personal determination to
succeed in whatever I’m tackling in life. I
climbed El Capitan in 2017 where, due to
some less than ideal weather, we slept on
a portaledge for 11 nights and finished in
rain and snow. Keeping yourself 100% alert
all the time to ensure you were safe was
tough, but it was important to have a bit of
a laugh and to normalise the situation we
were in or I don’t think I would have coped
with it – I only freaked out a few times!

A friend’s goodbye words to me were
“you can achieve whatever you want
to in life”. Whilst at the time I had no
aspirations to be the BMC President, her
words definitely followed me around.
It was a challenge to put myself out
there and ask people to vote for me as it
didn’t feel natural, but it had to be done
as it’s what I believed in. Like many
organisations, there are proportionately
much fewer women in senior roles, but I
co-chair a Women’s Development Group
to look at this issue. Having more women
and people from diverse backgrounds at
senior level widens the debate and brings
an improved perspective. I think the BMC
supporting women’s-only initiatives is
very important until equity is improved,
and having role models is vital.
David Attenborough was asked what
changes he’d made in his personal life
to protect the environment at a lecture I
attended a long time ago. His answer was
‘never leave the tap running when you
brush your teeth – use a tooth mug’, so I
have done so ever since.

After being denied her dream job of
being a beach lifeguard, Melissa Reid
worked tirelessly to prove she could do
anything anyone else could and then
some. A Paralympic bronze medallist and
international adaptive surf competition
winner, she’s an example of never taking
no for an answer.

As a Paratriathlete and world champ
surfer, you must spend a fair bit of time
in the ocean. Where does your love of the
ocean stem from?
When I was younger I was petrified of the
sea. My dad booked me in for a surf lesson
when I was eight and I fell in love with
surfing instantly.

What made you start competing in
triathlons?
I applied to be a beach lifeguard but when
they found out I was visually impaired, I
lost the job. I had no idea what to do and
when I stumbled across a triathlon coming
up, I did a bit of Facebook stalking to find a
guide. We rocked up to a race within three
weeks of meeting and came second.

at the finish line and I didn’t know I’d
come third until afterwards. It was the
most intense race of my life.

If being a Paratriathlete wasn’t hard
enough work, you also found the time to
become the first ever Visually Impaired
Women’s world champion surfer. How did
that come about?
I got injured in 2018 and couldn’t train for
six months. I ended up surfing more and
discovered the English Adaptive Surfing
Open where I won the Visually Impaired
category and came third in the Men’s
Standing category. When I was asked to
go to America for the world champs, I
expected to maybe get through a heat.
I wasn’t expecting there to even be a
Visually Impaired Women’s category, I
thought I’d be surfing against the men. It
was awesome.

How are you preparing for Tokyo 2020?
You then went on to win bronze at the Rio
Paralympics in 2016. How did that feel?
It’s hard to explain. The four years
leading up to Rio were unimaginably
intense. Race day was so hot I passed out

I’ll be doing races in Italy, Japan, Florida,
Canada, Japan again and Austria. I’d also
like to qualify for the adaptive surfing
world champs again.
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Daish

Sukie
Robertson
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British kitesurfing champion Sukie
Robertson tells us what it takes to pursue
your dreams.
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I saw someone kitesurfing on the beach
when I was 10 and just knew it was
something I wanted to get into. I spent the
next six years picking up horse poo and
working other odd jobs to earn the money
for all the gear I needed.
I have so much fun whenever I
am on the water and I love to kite for
its versatility. You can do spins and
flips, jump as high as you can, cross
oceans and ride waves, all with the
same bit of equipment.
I didn’t start competing because I wanted
to win, but the events are brilliant because
of the friends you make.
I’ve set up my own kitesurf school
‘514 Elemental’ in Westward Ho! with my
boyfriend Robin. We have kept our love of
kiting alive, something which can often
disappear when it becomes your business
too. We will always be the ones out at

We meet Ella Daish, Cardiff-based
postwoman and Plastic Free Periods
campaigner to tell us about taking on
the big brands.
What’s the environmental problem
with periods?

sunrise for an early session or out until
it is too dark to see after our last lessons
have finished. Sometimes all that time
will allow is jumping in the water for 10
minutes, but any practice is better than
none. I will also kitesurf in the worst
conditions imaginable and have been
known to walk the entire 2 miles of the
beach upwind for 1 trick attempt!
I have my own demons; recognising
and overcoming these is an ongoing
process. Having short and long term goals
keeps me busy, which keeps me healthier
mentally. I also try to surround myself
with positive people. I do have quite a fear
of open water so I simply put myself in it
as much as possible! Kitesurf crossing The
Baltic Sea and the English Channel and
swimming in open water has helped.
I try to encourage more women to have a
go at kitesurfing. About 35% of our students
are women and many come on their own.
It’s not about strength, but purely technique
and once you’ve learned that, you can have
the most fun in wet and windy weather!

Conventional period products contain up
to 90% plastic and their lifespan is around
4-8 hours. 2.5 million tampons, 1.4 million
pads and 700 thousand panty-liners are
incorrectly flushed down the loo in the UK
every single day which can end up on our
beaches. They also create over 200,000
tonnes of landfill every year. No matter
where they end up, they can take over 500
years to breakdown, meaning that if Jane
Austen had used them they would still be
decomposing today!

plastic from their period care and to make
eco-friendly options available in-store.
Our actions paid off; both supermarkets
responded by stocking a range of ecofriendly period care, including reusable
cups, nationwide!

How would you encourage other young
women to take a stand?
By standing up together and demanding
that manufacturers and supermarkets
change their products. They cannot ignore
consumer demand! You can also opt for
plastic-free tampons and pads or reusables
such as cups, washable pads and pants!
Social media is a powerful tool; it gives
everyone a voice, has global influence,
starts conversations and inspires others
to get involved, which can help spread
campaigns extremely quickly.

What inspired you to start a campaign?
During one menstrual cycle, I became
aware of how much plastic waste I alone
was creating and then started to think
about that usage on a global scale. I knew I
had to do something about it. So I decided
to start a petition, which calls on key
manufacturers and supermarkets to go
plastic-free in the period products they
sell. change.org/p/make-all-menstrualproducts-plastic-free
To date, the petition has received over
105,000 signatures and last year I called
on two major supermarkets to remove

Is your campaign just for women?
No, it is an issue that affects everyone; from
those who use them to those that see them on
the beach. I would urge everyone to join in.

What advice would you give to your
younger self?
Recycling and caring about the planet isn’t
uncool like your peers say it is. Ignore them
and don’t attempt to change yourself to fit in
with them, as they are not worth it. Challenge
yourself, follow your heart and ask questions.
You can do anything you want to.
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Imogen Napper

my primary school held a balloon release,
with a request attached to each balloon to
be sent back to the school. Out of the 60
balloons released, five got returned and
one of those had reached France. This got
me thinking – what happened to the other
55 balloons? And if one made it to France,
what happened to them if they were falling
into the ocean? You could say this was the
beginning of my inspiration!
Later, during my undergraduate degree
I took part in an SAS beach clean near
Scarborough. At first it looked like a pristine
beach, but when you looked closer there were
tiny plastic pieces everywhere. I wanted to
be part of the solution and this led me to be a
researcher in plastic pollution.

Can you tell us a bit more about your
research into plastic pollution?
I have just handed in my PhD which focussed
on the source and fate of plastic pollution in
the marine environment. This work recently
helped influence the ban of microbeads in
cosmetics internationally. That moment was
exactly why I wanted to get into this field. My
research also specifically analysed different
fabric types (such as polyester) to further
understand how many plastic fibres come
off during clothes washing. We found that
up to 700,000 fibres could potentially come
off from a single wash of acrylic clothing.
I’m currently doing some research to test
different inventions that aim to capture fibres
in the washing cycle, so watch this space.
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Tell us about your expedition to the North
Pacific last year?
Marine scientist Imogen Napper has
just finished her PhD in Marine Science
at Plymouth University, focusing on the
sources of plastic in marine environments.
Her work recently helped influence the ban
of microbeads in cosmetics internationally.

Did you always know you wanted to be
a scientist?
I had no idea what I wanted to be, but I
was always asking ‘why’ and was very
curious about how things worked. I
remember being about six years old when

I was the lead scientist on part of an
expedition last year. eXXpedition run
all-women sailing voyages with a focus on
plastics and toxics in our ocean. On board
the sailing boat we were collecting surface
water, sediment and air samples to look

for quantities of plastic in different areas
of the ocean. I was joined by an eclectic
group of women including a journalist, a
film producer, a local council worker and a
graphic designer. They might have not joined
the boat as scientists, but they all left as
one. We sailed around uninhabited islands
in Canada and it was shocking how much
plastic we found. The best thing I learnt from
the trip was how much of an impact a group
of motivated people can make when bringing
different skill sets to the table.

Do you think that plastic is the biggest
threat to the oceans?
Both plastic and climate change are big
threats to our oceans. Plastic pollution
is very visible, so it can be easier to see
the impact it has. All issues affecting the
ocean should not be ignored in favour of
another. We need to use the interest in
plastic pollution as a gateway to other
issues we need to fix.

Do you think we as consumers have the
power to make a difference on this issue?
More power than we realise! Looking back
at microbeads in facial scrubs, the initial
action of industry removing them from
their products was because of the influence
of the consumer and surrounding media.
We need to tackle this problem piece by
piece and not be afraid to speak up.

Do you feel optimistic about the future of
the oceans?
Definitely optimistic! Imagine the world
as a jigsaw puzzle. Looking at the whole
problem can be quite overwhelming.
However, if we work on our own little part
of the jigsaw, learn where we fit in and
know that people around the world are
also working on their own little bits, it is
very encouraging.
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Gail Whiteman

Earth Defenders

practices from deep experience with their
local environment.
Since then, I’ve tried to bring
different kinds of knowledge – scientific
and traditional – of ecosystem change
into the boardroom.

You’ve just got back from the World
Economic Forum. Can you tell us about the
Arctic Basecamp you founded there in 2017?

Gail Whiteman and teen activist Greta Thunberg at Artic
Basecamp, Davos. Image: Angela Towers

Gail Whiteman is a Professor of
Sustainability and Director of the
Pentland Centre for Sustainability in
Business at Lancaster University. She also
founded the Arctic Basecamp at Davos,
a science-solution platform at one of the
world’s premiere forums on global risk.
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Tell us about some of the experiences that
put you on the path to what you’re on today.
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For my PhD, I spent two years living with
the James Bay Cree, an indigenous hunting
community in subarctic Canada. I lived
in two tiny communities and spent one
winter on a trapline with a hunting family.
This family lived on 600 square kilometres
of boreal forest without running water
or hydro. Temperatures were about -30C
during the day and we lived in a one-room

wooden cabin heated by a wood stove.
There was also a tepee and I spent a few
weeks living in there by myself. It was
there that I realized that the Earth was
sentient and that I had to contribute my
skills to the greater good.

The idea came to me when my friend and
mentor, the Arctic oceanographer, Eddy
Carmack asked me how we could get Arctic
change onto the radar of powerful people.
The Arctic is warming twice as fast as
anywhere else and the loss of Arctic sea
ice has major implications for the global
climate system, and can amplify things
like extreme weather in the mid-latitudes.
It really is a barometer of global risk.
The idea is to offer the Davos crowd
updates on cutting-edge science and
global risk, and partner with people from
policy, business and civil society who
have solutions. We set up a real Arctic
science tent for our events, which acts as
a visual platform for engagement. All the
scientists volunteer their time, and we
camp there because we can never get into
the fancy hotels.

Tell us about your career to date?

Who have you spoken with at the Arctic
Basecamp?

After my undergraduate degree, I worked
in marketing and communications and
later went to Central America to do
international development work, but the
project didn’t make sense from a local
perspective. After returning to study art
and design and later working in charity
fundraising, I did my PhD in Management.
I chose an unusual path and moved to the
subarctic to study how local indigenous
people learned their management

The most exciting visit this year was
from Ellie Goulding. She has a strong
commitment to climate change and has
helped us reach a totally new audience
through her fan base. We’ve also had
great keynote speeches from luminaries
like Al Gore and Christiana Figueres.
Perhaps the most surreal visit was
by Israeli Prime Minister, Benjamin
Netanyahu, in 2018 who happened to walk
past Arctic Basecamp with a very large

security force. He came into Basecamp
to see how we did it and I gave him an
impromptu briefing on climate change
and showed him a 700-year-old ice core.

You’ve said ‘sustainability is the
foundation of business’. What does that
look like in practical terms?
All companies are embedded in the natural
world, whether they recognize that or
not. We’re not separate and economics
can’t wish those interconnections away.
Sustainability isn’t business-as-usual
plus some attention to ‘greening’ things.
Environmental pressures are so extreme
that businesses no longer have the luxury
of ignoring them.

When you talk to global leaders about
climate change, how do you inspire them
to make a difference?
We focus on issues of global risk, and
food, water and energy security.
Sustainability isn’t a fuzzy journey,
but a science-based pathway to protect
the safe space for humanity.

What can small-to-medium sized
businesses do to help?
No matter how big or small a company
is, they need to develop and implement a
plan to reduce their energy use (especially
CO2 emissions), their plastics use, and
other environmental outputs.

Is there hope?
Yes. It makes no sense to me to give up.
But the window of time to avoid some of
the biggest tipping points is closing fast.
The next decade is critical.

What is the most important lesson life has
taught you?
Be brave. Do what needs to be done.
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SAS Reads

Earth Defenders

Here’s a list of the books
that have had a big impact
on our Earth Defenders.
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Judi Wakhungu

Melissa Reid

Lynn Robinson

Lindsey Cole

Silent Spring
Rachel Carson

Blue Mind
Wallace J Nichols

Space Below my Feet
Gwen Moffat

Follow the Rabbit
Proof Fence
Doris Pilkington

Liz Bonnin

Ellise Chappell

Sophie Goldschmidt

Sukie Robertson

Notebooks from the
voyage of the ‘Beagle’
Charles Darwin

A Little Life
Hanya Yanagihara

Essentialism
Greg McKeown

The Smoke Jumper
Nicholas Evans

Delphine Lévi Alvarès

Belinda Baggs

Hanli Prinsloo

Ella Daish

Banker to the Poor
Muhammad Yunis

Jonathan Livingston
Seagull
Richard Bach

Beyond Words - What
Animals Think and Feel
Carl Safina

Percy the Park Keeper
Nick Butterworth
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Earth Defenders

What do you
do when you
feel blue?
We talk to our Earth Defenders about
how they keep their heads up when things
aren’t going according to plan.
Hanli: I get in the ocean! Preferably for a
surf or a kelp dive, but just a swim or a
splash in the waves will do!

Belinda Baggs: Surfing, bodysurfing or
swimming, it doesn’t really matter as long
as I get to go in the sea and float aroundthe colder the water the better for washing
away sadness.
Melissa: I cuddle my two Whippets, Stitch
and Grizzly.
Delphine: I play the ukulele and I sing.
Imogen: Get outside! I find surfing is the
best cure.

Gail: I definitely get despondent
sometimes. How could I not reading all the
doom and gloom in science?! I have a few
coping strategies – I do a lot of yoga, cycle,
I have wonderful kids that I have fun with,
I have the best dog in the world and live
beside a really big and quite wild parkland.
And I try to approach things with a sense
of humour when the going gets tough.
Lindsey: I lie in bed feeling sorry for myself
and think that I’m the only person in the
world that life’s not working out for. Then
I call a friend, chat it out whilst necking
5 cups of coffee. Once I’ve got it all into
perspective I write it down, and express
myself. And then I’ll force myself to go
outside, stroke as many dogs that come
my way (which makes me feel wonderfully
loved), sniff the air and do some sort of
exercise. Wild swimming sorts me right
out. It literally washes any sad signs away.

Sukie: A dunk in the sea or a long walk or run
normally sorts me out. Or, if I am unable to,
simply two or three slow and deep breathes
works wonders for easing some stress.
Lynn: Exercise – whether it’s at my local
climbing gym or getting out into the hills
for a long walk. Having worked in the
NHS and Public Health for many years, I
know the enormous positive impact that
exercise and being outside has on our
mental wellbeing. Climbing is a form of
mindfulness. Also, meeting up with my
family and friends for a good natter!
Sophie: I workout and spend time with
family and friends.
Liz B: I meditate. It’s like wrapping a warm
blanket around you and I find it incredibly
powerful and healing. I also cherish
spending time in the company of the people
I love. And a nice glass of wine helps too.
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Ella D: I go for a walk and surround myself
in nature, watch birds, feed squirrels and
maybe go for a treat at the nearest vegan
café. Or simply listen to Tom Jones or
Queen, they always get me singing!

Image: Jarrah Lynch
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Generation
Sea

The results of our campaign survey
Thousands of supporters recently
completed our campaign survey providing
us with powerful evidence reflecting
concerns about the health of the ocean and
the need for greater laws and regulation
to conserve this environment so crucial to
human health and wellbeing.
More than 97% of people surveyed said
they would help to take action to secure
a strong Environment Bill, with a range
of actions including signing and sharing
petitions, contacting their MP, collecting
evidence from shorelines and promoting
the campaign on social media.
In the midst of the political
changes underway in the UK at the
moment, more than 60% of people
surveyed are not optimistic at all about
the future of our oceans under current
proposals, laws and regulations.
Plastic pollution is a leading concern
for nearly half of our supporters, and
tackling climate change is the priority
concern for 38%, but these issuess are also
interlinked with water quality and the
need for fully protected ocean sanctuaries.
With a brand new Environment Bill
due in the UK in 2019, our country has a
chance – for the first time in a generation
– to rewrite the rules that protect our
beaches and seas. We know from the
overwhelming response to the survey,
that our supporters want us to tackle this
challenge with everything we’ve got. And
that they want to be involved. So that’s
what we’re going to do…

The overwhelming
feeling of being part
of a world greater
than yourself.

Together we are #GenerationSea
In the midst of historic change in the
UK, our supporters have called for a new
campaign movement to save the ocean. In
stormy, uncertain times, many of us find
comfort in going to the beach. The fresh
Image: Mike Lacey

What you said about the sea…
“Good for the soul, essential for
the planet.”
“It sustains our world climate, food
chain and weather systems. The
more we damage oceans the more it
will affect everyone.”
“It was, and should be again, a
deep source, both literally and
metaphorically, of wellbeing for all
living things.”
“It is freedom, it soothes my soul.”

air revives us and the beauty inspires us.
The everlasting waves can bring peace,
perspective and a whole ton of stoke.
We’ve come so far over the last
thirty years in cleaning up the ocean,
campaigning to eradicate continuous
sewage discharges, strengthening the
Bathing Water Directive, driving realtime water quality information and
protecting those using the sea. Many
improvements took place under the
auspices of the European Union as a result
of EU Directives, enforced when needed by
the European Court of Justice with heavy
fines. But our ocean still faces plastic
pollution, climate change, sewage, habitat
destruction and more.
This year – unlike any other in recent
memory – the UK will be rewriting the
rules that protect our beaches and the
sea. A new Environment Bill is planned,
and it’s a once-in-a-generation new law
that could be a ray of hope for our oceans.
It could be the chance we need to finally
turn the tide toward ocean protection.
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Generation sea

It could set strong, binding targets to reduce
plastic pollution, increase protected areas
and tackle climate change. But there’s
also a risk the Bill could end up weak and
toothless, unless we put up a fight.
We believe we can build a powerful
movement together which shows
politicians that the sea is not out of sight
or mind when new laws are being set or
new business deals being made.
We want future generations to know
the fun and excitement of a living ocean,
as we do. And to feel its freedom and
power. Surfing in sparkling waves,
exploring the colour and life in rockpools
and running wild on vast, clean sands.
We want to gaze out to sea and know
that life is thriving in the deep, not
choking on plastic or struggling to survive
climate change.
We can be the people who turned the
tide, who drive a movement to protect
ocean life for the generations to come.
Together we are Generation Sea. Join us.

What is it?
Generation Sea is a new movement we’re
building to save and secure the future of
our oceans and beaches. We’re seizing
this unique moment to push for a bold
new Environment Bill that will truly
protect our seas and sands from threats
like plastic pollution and the impacts of
climate change.
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What are we calling for?
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This year is set to be historic for many
reasons. The Environment Bill will make
the statutory changes needed to protect
and support the environment after the UK
leaves Europe. We know that Generation
Sea want strong action to be taken, so
that the UK has an Environment Bill with
real power to tackle the interests of big

Image: Shutterstock

business and put in place a system that
can tackle the problems at source.

What is the Environment Bill?
UK environmental principles and
governance are currently covered by the
European Union. Any action taken to
protect the environment from destruction
is done through the European Court of
Justice. The Environment Bill, to be
agreed in 2019, will make the statutory
changes needed to protect and support the
environment after the UK leaves Europe.
It will be a new approach and enshrine
in law environmental principles and
governance in four key areas: air, wildlife,
water and waste.

What do we want people to do?
Go to our website and join up to
#GenerationSea. You’ll be able to help us
with a range of actions including signing
and sharing petitions, contacting your MP,
collecting evidence from shorelines and
promoting the campaign on social media.
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Big Spring Beach clean

Image: Ian Lean

Beach Cleans
The Front Line of Plastic Pollution
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Big Spring Beach Clean: Summit To Sea
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From 6th to 14th of April, in conjunction
with the Iceland Foods Charitable
Foundation, we will mobilise more than
30,000 volunteers at 500 beach, river,
city and mountain locations across
the UK in our Big Spring Beach Clean:
Summit to Sea. We are calling for inspired
community leaders from all walks of life
to help remove and track plastic pollution
in their local area.
The Big Spring Beach Clean is the
UK’s biggest coordinated beach clean
activity, which has brought together over
150,000 volunteers over the last five years,
contributing an incredible two million

hours of volunteer time to protecting and
conserving our beaches for everyone to
enjoy. These vital community events not
only remove dangerous plastics from our
unique and precious coastal environment,
but also indicate where action needs to
be taken further upstream to reduce the
leakage into and impact of plastics on our
ocean and beaches.

Beach Clean 101: How to Lead a clean
Amy Barclay, SAS Regional Rep and our
2018 Beach Clean Hero, shares her top
tips for running a successful event ahead
of our annual Big Spring Beach Clean:
Summit to Sea.

First things first

What could possibly go wrong?!

1. Head to sas.org.uk
SAS provide all the forms you need, just
head to ‘Lead a Clean’ to get started
2. Choose your beach and pick a date
A weekend is best and ideally between
6th- 14th April. Make sure it doesn’t
clash with any other planned events and
always check the tide times!
3. Inform the beach owner
Use SAS’s Beach Manager Notification
Letter and they should be able to help
you arrange for the rubbish to be
collected at the end of the clean.
4. Spread the word
Get people along to your clean by creating
a Facebook event and contact community
groups to invite them along; Girl Guides
and Scouts are usually keen. Posters
(provided by SAS) sited in busy public
areas are very effective. Don’t forget to
invite your local Councillor, MP/MSP
and newspapers too because they love to
support community beach cleans and it
really raises the profile of the event.

1. Weather
You can’t control it! But keep the event
page updated in the run up to the clean.
If it really does need to be cancelled,
then offer a rescheduled date at the
same time.
2. No beach access
Occasionally, it happens. Maybe the
tides aren’t doing quite what you
expected, or the beach has been closed
to the public, so you are left with lots
of super keen volunteers and no beach
to clean! Don’t panic! 80% of marine
litter comes from land so focus on the
surrounding areas like the boardwalk
and dunes to prevent it getting into the
sea in the first place.
3. Nobody turned up to collect the rubbish
A quick call should sort this, but if it
doesn’t, then secure it as best you can.
Make sure all bags are tied and move
them away from any beachfront food
premises likely to attract gulls. An old
tarpaulin, or similar, makes a great
temporary cover to deter wildlife.

On the day
1. Work as a team
Encourage everyone to work together
to keep general waste and recyclables
separate. This makes the haul much
easier to sort out before the council arrive.
2. Be available
You are there to coordinate the beach
clean, so that means staying close to the
advertised meeting point and visible at
all times.
3. Look out for weird and wonderful finds
Two of the coolest things I’ve found are
a 50-year-old washing up liquid bottle
and a WWI vulcanite stopper. Asking
volunteers to bring their unusual finds
to you will make for great “how did it get
there” discussions after the clean.

Cleaning up
Once the beach clean is over, it is really
important to feed back any information
to Surfers Against Sewage and your
local community. Facts about how many
volunteers helped, how much marine litter
was collected and lots of photographs
are great ways to encourage others to get
involved next time.
Finally, be super proud of yourself, you
just made a massive difference!
To lead a clean for the Big Spring Beach
Clean: Summit to Sea head to
sas.org.uk
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Together, we’ve successfully campaigned for a
Deposit Return Scheme. Now let’s make sure
it’s as effective as possible.
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Deposit Return Scheme

Don’t Bottle It!
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The UK is on the cusp of a major
breakthrough, one that will transform
our everyday lives, culture and natural
environments. The new transformation is
in our approach to waste and it’s coming
in the shape of a Deposit Return Scheme
(DRS) for plastic drinks bottles and cans.
For many years allies in the
environmental sector, including Surfers
Against Sewage and Campaign to Protect
Rural England (CPRE), have together
been campaigning for the government to
introduce a DRS as a means of stopping
waste from entering the environment.
The collaboration (including the
successful Break the Bag Habit campaign for
a carrier bag charge) has strengthened us - I
don’t think we would be where we are today
in the fight against waste if we hadn’t all
worked together.
But it is the hard work, passion and
constant support of the public – led by
our active supporters - that has enabled
us to make this issue front and centre
in the media, creating the space for the
government to implement lasting solutions,
such as a DRS.
A DRS works by placing a small deposit,
say 10p or 20p, on every can or bottle you
buy, whether that’s a plastic Lucozade
bottle, glass Budweiser bottle or aluminium
Coca-Cola can. When you’ve finished your
drink, you return the empty container to
any shop and get your deposit back. Other
countries that already have a deposit
system achieve return rates as high as
97%, so by introducing this small financial
incentive, behaviour around waste will shift
dramatically. For comparison, England
is plateauing around 40% recycling rates
- clearly, we’re in desperate need of this
transformative yet simple solution.
It has taken 10 years and a lot of hard
work and passion to get here, so now we

have to make it count by ensuring we have
a well-designed system. Your support has
enabled both SAS and CPRE to win the
argument for having a DRS and now we’ll be
counting on your continued support to prove
to the government that if it’s worth doing
it’s worth doing right. The most effective
design will be one that includes every
drinks can and bottle, no matter the size or
material; one that makes it easy for people
to return their empties to any shop, be that
your corner shop, a station kiosk or the big
supermarket; and one that works across the
UK (Scotland are pushing ahead with their
design of a system but these systems need
to work harmoniously). There is already far
too much confusion around recycling, so it
needs to be simple.
Imagine a world where people valued
materials and didn’t leave them in the
environment where they posed a danger
to animals and marine life; a place where
people reused packaging, and where, if
it couldn’t be reused, simple recycling
solutions enabled the materials to be used
again and again; where producers pay for
these materials to be recycled instead
of the burden falling on us through our
overstretched councils; where policies
are in place to ensure all packaging
is recyclable and pointless plastic is
gone… Now you see why I referred to a
transformation at the start of this article.
A deposit return system would mark
the beginning of this new world, and
it’s through the collaboration between
organisations like SAS and CPRE, and the
amazing support of our members that
we’ve got here. The government has a
golden opportunity to get this right and I’m
sure, like me, you’ll be ensuring they take
that opportunity.
Written by Maddy Haughton-Boakes |
Campaigns Officer, CPRE
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The Dirty Dozen in 2009

Plastic Tideline

1. Nestle
2. Coca Cola
3. Walkers/Frito Lays
4. Kraft

Image: Ian Lean

Plastic Tideline

Big Brands Back in the Spotlight

5. Tesco
6. Mars
7. Unilever
8. Pepsico

of citizen science and join us for the UK’s
largest plastic pollution audit. During Big
Spring Beach Clean: Summit to Sea (6-14
April), we’re asking you to head to your
local beach clean and record the brands
behind the plastic tideline using our
special toolkit.
The data you collect will allow us to
identify 2019’s Dirty Dozen. With this
evidence we will be able to challenge those
companies to work towards these three
important targets:

3. Take responsibility

1. Cut out avoidable single-use plastic and
redesign packaging

The Facts

Companies need to proactively embrace
principles of eco-design, including:
reducing the amount of unnecessary
packaging used, making sustainable
material choices and incorporating
greater use of recycled content, enabling
opportunities for reuse, ensuring 100%
recyclability and creating resource
efficient, durable and repairable products.
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2. Use recycled content and stop using
virgin plastic
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Way back in 2009, we released the ‘Dirty
Dozen’ league table, revealing the 12
companies whose product packaging was
most frequently found and identified
polluting UK beaches and tidelines.
Much of this was sent back to the company
as part of the award-winning Return to
Offender campaign. The aim was to call

on companies to stop plastic pollution by
cutting out avoidable single-use plastic
and take responsibility over the life-cycle
of their packaging. The ‘Dirty Dozen’ were
accountable for 56% of the total amount of
litter returned between 2006 and 2010.
Ten years on, we’re calling on our
volunteers to take part in another bout

9. United Biscuits
10. Carlsberg
11. Co-op
12. Asda

Nearly one in ten barrels of oil now goes
to creating new plastic adding to climate
change, and businesses must embrace
the circular economy model for any truly
unavoidable plastic use. Committing to
use recycled content & investing in clean,
closed-loop, domestic recycling systems
will reduce dependence on oil.

Stopping plastic pollution requires a
materials and systems revolution. In line
with targets set in the Government’s
recent Resources and Waste Strategy,
businesses must take responsibility for
the management, disposal and recycling
of the products, rather than transferring
the burden to local councils, poorer nations
and to the environment. This includes
investing in proven systems technology
such as deposit return schemes.

• Plastic makes up 70 per cent of all the
litter pollution in the ocean, and if no
action is taken to reduce its input, then
it is forecast to treble within the next
ten years.
• Approximately 93% of the plastic
packaging we use is single-use.
• Businesses contribute just 10% of
the end-of-life disposal costs of
their products and packaging. The
burden falls to consumers, taxpayers,
poorer nations and ultimately the
environment.
• Plastic pollution on our coastline takes
on a remarkably similar brand profile to
that found on a supermarket shelf.
If you would like to take part in the
UK’s largest plastic pollution audit, head
to sas.org.uk for more details.
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Safer Seas Service
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World Class
Water Quality
Alerts
The new Safer Seas Service
app will alert you to real-time
water quality issues, surf
conditions and beach info.
The only thing it won’t do is
make you better at surfing.

Image: Mike Lacey

We were originally founded on the shared
belief that everyone should be able to
enjoy the sea without becoming ill from
sewage. Although plastic is now classed
as the new sewage, water quality is still
an issue that we feel strongly about. Each
year we monitor and respond to thousands
of sewage pollution incidents and we
continue to campaign for appropriate
action to be taken against those who harm
our beaches and seas.
This year, as part of our focus on water
quality, we are launching an updated
Safer Seas Service. Set to be the most
sophisticated real-time water quality alert
system in the world, the revamped service
will feature more locations, real-time water
quality monitoring information, pollution
forecasting and live surf conditions, with a
more user-friendly interface.
Modern technology means surf
forecasting is no longer a mystical and
confusing mix of lined charts and crossed
fingers. The Safer Seas Service takes the
same guesswork out of avoiding poor
water quality and exposure to health
risks for all water users. Working with
award-winning technology agency
Dootrix and the Environment Agency
we’ve created, collated and collaborated

to deliver the most comprehensive set of
data, and packaged this within a simple,
intuitive and engaging user experience.
Subscribers will be able to create lists of
their local beaches and personalise the
service using a GPS ‘near me’ function.
Beach profiles will allow users to access
both current and historical information on
individual beaches, and relevant safety and
environment information will make the
app the ultimate decision-making tool.
Originally a text-alert system reporting
on just two beaches in 2010, the Safer Seas
Service now delivers over 353,000 water
quality alerts each year country-wide.
With tens of thousands of subscribers, the
service was pioneering in providing live
water quality information and Combined
Sewer Overflow (CSO) discharge warnings.
The up-to-date information allows water
users to make informed choices on where,
when and how to use the sea. It also
highlights areas where sewage pollution is
most prevalent and where water companies
should focus on improvements to better
protect the environment.
The new Safer Seas Service smartphone
app, designed for both Apple iOS and
Android, will launch at the beginning of
the 2019 bathing season on 15th May.
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Jess Morris explains the highs
and lows of being a Regional
Rep in the big smoke.

I grew up spending every holiday I
could either in or on the ocean. I fell in
love with it and I never really understood
how people could disrespect it.
I have a very distinct memory of my
family having a BBQ on a beach down in
Cornwall. There were a few small groups
of people dotted around the shoreline with
the same idea. After the sunset, everyone
was packing up and I noticed one of the
groups of people had left all the remnants
of their BBQ on the beach. I ran after them
and asked them to come and clear it up.
I just could not comprehend how anyone
could do such a thing and not care.
Now I realise that there are a lot of
people who do care and want to take action
but don’t know how. I have found that
becoming a Regional Rep has given me
the chance to help those people take that
action. By simply offering a helping hand
and the space to start the conversation, I
have seen so many people come forward
and start their journey to a more conscious
and sustainable lifestyle.
Being a Rep is a part-time voluntary
role, so I fit it around my full-time job.
Some days you can find me in a cosy
school library with a bunch of fresh-faced
and eager six-year-olds, another day you
can find me knee-deep in the Thames.
I spend most of my time organising
and running cleans. Once we’re at the
location and we have run through a
few safety points, everyone grabs their
gloves and sets off. Beach cleans are an
incredible way to make a difference and
get some exercise whilst meeting new
and like-minded people. There is never
a dull moment. We have found all types
of discarded objects and sometimes the
day turns into a treasure hunt with prizes
for the best find. To finish, we tend to

navigate to the nearest pub to sink a few
beers and chat about the day.
The hardest part of being a London
Rep is getting people to engage, even
on a personal level. I feel that the ‘city’
lifestyle can be very disconnected from
the ocean, so people find it difficult to
comprehend their own impact. Most
people think that they need to make some
huge commitment to make a difference
and write it off as ‘unrealistic’, but this
simply isn’t true.
My main aim as a Rep is to make SAS
more accessible to Londoners. The other
London Reps and I have recently set up
our own London-specific Instagram and
Facebook pages to reach out to as many
people as possible. We’re not just surfers,
we are beachcombers, dog walkers,
commuters and everyone in between.
The current condition of our ocean is
a huge and complicated problem, but the
solution can be simple, if we make a few
small lifestyle changes together.
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Plastic Free schools

Power to
the Pupils

Spinfield Primary School in Marlow
signed up to the scheme in October 2018
and achieved Plastic Free Schools Status
in January 2019. Pupils from the school
conducted a thorough litter audit of their
school, wrote letters to their local MP and
companies including Waitrose, Starbucks
and Costa, requesting everyone do their
part in reducing single-use plastic.
In order to achieve their objectives,
the school no longer has milk delivered in
single-use cartons with plastic straws or
ice-cream in individual pots, and instead
has them delivered in glass bottles and
large tubs. The school has also banned the
use of glitter. Simple changes like these
have the power to make a huge difference
to the quantities of single-use plastic
items being used every single day.

We took a whole-school approach
to becoming a Plastic Free School in
order to engage all of the children at
the same time and in turn, roll out the
vision to our wider community. We are
now fully committed to reducing our
plastic usage.
— Jayne Spreadbury, Head Teacher at
Spinfield Primary School

How to Become a Plastic Free School:
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Spinfield Primary Plastic Free Action Group
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Plastic Free Schools is our pupil-led
education programme and is designed to help
guide schools through the process of ditching
avoidable single-use plastic for good.
The programme equips pupils with
the tools to create positive, lasting
environmental change. By completing
a series of objectives, pupils are able to
not only tackle unnecessary single-use
plastics in their school, but also inspire
industry and government to make positive
steps in the same direction.
In December 2018, Education Secretary

Damian Hinds urged all schools to
eliminate their use of single-use plastics
by 2022 and highlighted the SAS Plastic
Free Schools programme as a leading
campaign. The message to schools
across the country followed the success
of Georgeham Primary School in North
Devon, who were the first school to
achieve Plastic Free Schools Status.
With well over 400 sign-ups to
the Plastic Free Schools programme for
the 2018-2019 academic year, it is clear that
school children are ready to demand change.

On my first school visit as Education
Secretary almost a year ago, the
very first question I was asked by a
pupil was what we can do to limit the
damage of plastic on the environment.
Plastic can harm our precious
environment and be lethal to wildlife.
– Damian Hinds MP, Education
Secretary

1. Get a teacher or other member of school
staff to sign up for the Plastic Free
Schools programme on the SAS website
sas.or.uk/plastic-free-schools
2. We’ll send your school a Plastic Free
Schools pack, which will contain
everything you need; from the
objectives you’ll follow, to all the
equipment required for a clean-up at
your school.
3. Get to work! Complete the objectives
and start making some changes.
4. Send in your evidence to us at
education@sas.org.uk so that we can
sign you off with your Plastic Free
Schools Status.
5. Keep it going! Spread the word and
keep looking for things you can
change to make an even bigger
difference.
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The Twelve Beach
Cleans of Christmas

Teens

Annabel, 14 from Northumberland

Hi, I’m Annabel, I’m 14 and I love the
beach! I was brought up by the sea and
have learnt to respect the ocean. I enjoy
paddle boarding, especially in surf, which
has helped me gain awareness of the
plastic waste around me and its impact on
our coastline.
I’ve helped my mum organise some
SAS Beach Cleans, and last spring I led
one myself. I’m doing my Silver Duke of
Edinburgh Award, and I really wanted to use
the volunteering section to raise awareness
about plastic pollution with my friends.
I decided to do ‘The 12 Beach Cleans
of Christmas’ in my home county of
Northumberland. Despite this sounding
easy, distractions such as school and
pumping surf over Christmas meant that
I had to work hard to complete it in time.
The 12 beaches I visited ranged from Holy
Island down to Blythe.
I collected a large amount of rubbish,
mainly plastic, from fishing ropes to
cotton buds. I also found many weird
objects such as a plastic-wrapped broccoli,
various shoes and a very old German juice
carton. Hopefully my beach cleans helped
the local wildlife, which includes puffins
and seals.

Collecting and documenting the
litter was one part of my volunteering.
Communicating what I found and trying to
link this to what we use, and see if there’s
anything we as teenagers can do to reduce
our impact was another. The amount of
crisp packets, baby wipes, cotton buds,
fast food packaging, coffee cups, straws,
plastic bottles and ice cream scoops that
I found are all items I feel teenagers can
change! Luckily my school has already
started to make changes, and I’m going to
do a presentation there about my project.
I’ll be raising awareness on the benefits
of reusables for water and hot drinks,
make up and nail care (a lot of teens use
unnecessary cotton buds and wipes) and
also to make sure our school loos have
reminders on what you shouldn’t put into
the loo. I have also arranged to take some
Year 8 girls on a beach clean in the spring
and I am going to give a talk at our local
village Plastics Free Community group.
Hopefully more teenagers will be
inspired to take up beach cleaning for
their Duke of Edinburgh too!

Here’s what I found:
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The Top Ten Offenders in The Twelve Beach Cleans of Christmas:
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• Fishing rope / debris (rope and line):
over 100 - it came in so many shapes
and sizes (including 3 tyres which I
found out come from rivers where they
are used to catch crabs)
• Plastic fragments: over 150 estimated
(at least 10 bits per beach, sometimes
much more)
• Crisp packets: 28

• Single use coffee cups / fast food cups /
lids and straws: 24
• Plastic bottle lids: 22
• Baby wipes: 20
• Ice cream scoops (plastic): 20
• Cotton buds: 18
• Cigarette butts: 24
• Plastic bottles: 14
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Plastic Free word search

Kids Pages

Can you find all of the items that our Plastic Free Schools are ditching for good?

SaVe Our Planet!
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Amy and Phoebe, 10 from Spinfield Primary School
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We are Amy and Phoebe. We are both
10 years old and are pupils at Spinfield
Primary School in Marlow.
Reducing plastic pollution is very
important to us because we know plastic
harms the environment. We know that
it ends up in the ocean, which means sea
creatures can eat it and when we eat fish,
the plastic can end up in our digestive
systems. We know plastic pollution
must stop as most of our oceans are now
polluted. Other water sources are too. Some
are so polluted that they are dangerous to
be in. We are hurting our planet.
Did you know that if we continue to
use as much plastic as we are now, by
2050 there will be more plastic than fish
in our seas? Also, in the Pacific Ocean,
there is a rubbish patch twice the size of
Texas. If we do something now we may
be able to reduce the size of it, or at least
stop it from expanding.
SAS is the charity that we have

partnered with to help us on our journey
to become a Plastic Free School by
reducing our use of plastic as much as we
can. We needed to complete five tasks
to become a Plastic Free School. Our
first task was to form a committee and
make an action plan to reduce single-use
plastic in our school. We carried out trash
mobs. This is where we cleared our school
grounds of litter and noted the types of
litter. We also wrote to local businesses
and to our MP to suggest strategies for
reducing single-use plastic. The last
task was to ban three single-use plastic
products that are currently in use in our
school. We have stopped using small
ice cream pots, single-use cartons with
plastic straws, and glitter.
As children growing up globally, we hope
this article inspires you and your school
to take action. We would like to thank SAS
for giving us the opportunity to write this
article. This is an absolute honour.
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GLITTER
STRAW
MILK CARTON
JUICE CARTON

PLASTIC BAG
PLASTIC BOTTLE
BUBBLEWRAP
PLASTIC CUP
CONDIMENT SACHET

PLASTIC CUTLERY
DESSERT POT
LAMINATED PAPER
STICKY TAPE
BALLOONS
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SAS Heroes

SA S
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Claire ran 5 cleans
over 5 days of the
Autumn Beach &
River Clean 2018,
involving individuals,
schools & community
groups.
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How to Go Plastic-free

Moisturiser

(Without Losing Friends or Living in the Woods)
Episode 3: Plastic Free Beauty
Plastic Free beauty

By Team SAS

Deodorant

“A glass bottle of Dr Organic
Vitamin E Oil is the best thing
for everything and a couple
of drops is a great night
moisturiser.” – Emily

“I like Lush Sleepy lavender
cream, it does come in plastic
but it is made from recycled
plastic and you can take the
tubs back to the store and
they’ll use them again.” – Sally

Dr Organic Vitamin E Oil
£8.99
hollandandbarret.com

Sleepy
£15.95
lush.com

Shaving

Make up

“The Clay Cure comes in a tin
and is chemical-free. Win-win.”
– Katy A
The Clay Cure Natural
Deodorant Balm
£7.50
theclaycure.co.uk

“Smells so good!” – Emily
Scence Cool Rose
£12
sas.org.uk

“My boyfriend and I are trialling
Aromaco from Lush. It’s unisex
and works really well.” – Sally
Aromaco Deodorant
£5.50 per 100g
lush.com

Shampoo/Conditioner

“New from Lush is Slapstick
Foundation, which is currently
the only foundation that is
100% plastic-free. It comes in a
pliable wax coating.” – Jess
Slap Stick Foundation
£16.95
lush.com

“Lush have also created lipstick
refills for all your empty lipstick
tubes!” – Sally
Lipstick Refill
£8.50
lush.com
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Hair & Body Bar –
Lemongrass
£4
purenuffstuff.co.uk

“I’m on my third round of
Lavender & Geranium Friendly
Soap shampoo bar. It smells
lovely and is really gentle on my
hair.” – Jess

“I found Trichomania solid
shampoo bar from Lush handy
when I was travelling. It lasts
ages, is hand luggage-friendly
and you don’t need
conditioner!” – Sally

Lavender & Geranium Friendly
Soap Shampoo Bar
£2.60
friendlysoap.co.uk

Trichomania Solid Shampoo
£9 per 120g
lush.com

“An easy plastic-free swap!
It works better than any
plastic razor I’ve tried and it’s
beautiful!” – Katie E
Blue Ocean Razor
£27.99
nakednecessities.co.uk

Best for everything!

Cleansing wipes

“Pure Nuff Stuff shampoo bars
are from Penzance and are fab.
My favourite is the Hair & Body
Bar – Lemongrass.” - Rachel

Unfortunately, we have all
struggled to find a good
plastic-free, natural daily
moisturiser with SPF. If you
have any ideas, please let us
know! info@sas.org.uk

“These pads are my favourite
new plastic-free thing! I use
them instead of cotton wool
pads to remove make up.”
– Jess

“Konjac sponges are 100%
biodegradable, reusable and
a sustainable alternative to
wipes. As they are made from
plant fibre, they’re a completely
natural option.” – Katie E

Imse Vimse Cleansing Pads
£10.95
earthwisegirlsuk.co.uk

Konjac Sponge
£9.99
konjacspongecompany.com

Coconut oil. Is there anything
this oil can’t do?! Let us count
the ways:
• Make up remover
• Leave in conditioner
• Moisturiser/ massage oil
• Lip balm
• The list goes on…
Extra Virgin Raw Organic
Coconut Oil
£4.50 for 300ml
lucybee.com

Refills

Final tip, check out
thezerowaster.com to find a
refill store near you!
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SAS SHOP

SAS SHOP

All profits from the SAS shop help to fund beach
cleans, community events and education initiatives.

www.sas.org.uk/shop

WOMEN’S EMBROIDERED SWEATER

For your 10%
membership discount
code and for access to
the members’ area of
the website where you
can find digital Pipeline,
please use the code:

Our Women’s Classic Embroidered SAS
Sweatshirts are made from recycled rubbish!
We salvaged waste cuttings from recycled
organic cotton clothing and blended it with
shredded plastic bottles*. This sweat is really soft
and warm, the perfect cosy addition to any outfit!
*Check out our Guppy Friend Washing Bag to use when
washing clothes containing man-made fibres!
Image: Abbi Hughes

2019OCEANS

SAS WOOL BEANIE

Our British wool beanie is made in
Nottinghamshire by a small family-run business,
which between its members have over 100 years’
experience in the production of quality knitwear.
Why choose wool? It’s all-natural, and when
washing a woollen beanie, no nasty acrylic
microplastics are flushed into our ocean.
Image: Abbi Hughes

PLASTIC FREE TURTLE TOTE BAG

Pipeline 108 Spring 2019

Our awesome Plastic Free Turtle design is now
on a super-light 100% organic cotton tote bag.
The perfect alternative to single-use plastic bags
– these totes make a great gift too!
Printed with environmentally friendly waterbased ink, this popular design was generously
donated to us by UK-based graphic designer and
illustrator, Jade Newman.
. Image: Will Thomas
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Image: Abbi Hughes
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SAS SHOP

All profits from the SAS shop help to fund beach
cleans, community events and education initiatives.

www.sas.org.uk/shop

SAS SHOP

RCUP REUSABLE COFFEE CUP

Our brand new reusable coffee cup is made
using recycled single-use coffee cups!
Available in two colours, this 340ml cup will
keep your drink hot for around an hour and a
half. The handy push-mechanism lid allows
for 360-degree drinking, it’s perfect for car
journeys or your morning commute to work.
The inside is well insulated, so no need to worry
about burning your hands on your morning
coffee run!
Image: Abbi Hughes

BOUNCY CASTLE WASHBAGS

This bright and bold wash bag has lots of room
for all of the cosmetics, shampoo bars, bamboo
cotton buds and essentials that you’ll need to
take along with you on your travels. Products that
contain microbeads are not welcome in here!
Image: Abbi Hughes
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NOT JUST SURFERS WOMEN’S TEE

We’ve brought back this popular design, now in
a women’s short-sleeved tee! Over the years,
SAS no longer only fight for cleaner water from
sewage pollution. We are also fighting the horrific
amounts of man-made plastic that is destroying
our marine life and habitats. The profits from this
tee allow SAS to continue to fight against these
threats, through our campaigns, beach cleans
and education initiatives.
Image: Abbi Hughes
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. Image: Will Thomas
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Row for the ocean

Row, Row, Row
Your Boat,
Gently Across…
The Atlantic Ocean

Pipeline 108 Spring 2019

Image: Team Row For The
Ocean arrive in Antigua
Credit: Ben Duffy
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2698 nautical miles. 43 days, 2 hours
and 20 minutes. Four incredible women.
One ocean. On 12 December 2018, the
all-women crew, Row for The Ocean left
La Gomera in the Canary Islands to row
3,000 miles to Antigua, taking on the
2018 Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge
alongside 28 other teams from across the
globe. We were honoured to be their charity
of choice and were thrilled when they
were the first all-female team to arrive in
Antigua on 24 January 2019. Having just
finished the race, we caught up with Kirsty
Barker – one quarter of the team – about
completing the world’s toughest row.

The big questions we’re always asked are
the practical ones like how did we go to
the toilet and wash. During the crossing
getting into the sea to clean the hull was
a great opportunity to have a quick wash.
We were also treated to some heavy rain
showers which meant we could wash
off some of the saltwater and sun cream
which builds up over the weeks. The toilet
consisted of a trusty bucket or for a quick
trip a smaller jug - high tech!
We stuck to a two-hours-on-twohours-off shift pattern, with extra hours
most days. On average, we each did at
least 14 hours of rowing a day with some
days up to 18 hours. On day 31, we saw two
whales up close which was humbling to
see such beautiful creatures so close. They
were inquisitive and stayed with us for a

good hour before continuing their journey.
The last week of the crossing was our
hardest both mentally and physically.
After five weeks on the boat, we had
our hardest rowing with no help from
the seas, making the feeling of ‘will
we ever get there’ creep in. It’s at these
times where we found we had to stick
together and learn to laugh about the
ridiculousness of what we were doing.
The power of a smile is everything.
On Christmas Day we were treated to
plastic-free prezzies from friends and
our first cup of tea since the start of the
crossing. At New Year’s, Kate whacked out
a surprise banana costume she’d snuck
on board and did a rendition of Auld Lang
Syne on her recorder!
We each spoke to our friends and

family during the last week and put orders
in of food we were craving. Fresh fruit,
custard creams, fresh fish, pizza, sweet
potato fries, sausage rolls, and of course,
some bubbly.
We’re all happy with how we
performed and we couldn’t have asked
for a much better crossing. We saw all
that the Atlantic could throw at us - big
waves, millpond, rain, sun, surfing,
wildlife - it was truly amazing. We’d
definitely recommend it to anyone. We’re
all normal women with nine-to-five jobs,
families, social lives and hobbies who just
happened to say yes.
justgiving.com/fundraising/
RowForTheOcean
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Fundraising

Fundraising
Legends!

Lynsey took on the Atalantic Coast
Challenge, raising £228.63.
Thank you Chris who ran the
Oxford Half Marathon, raising a
fantastic £145.
Thanks to Rilly who raised £160
by asking for donations instead of
presents for her birthday!

Pas and his dog Tarn entered
the Suffolk Half Marathon,
raising £542!

Brian organised a 60s charity night
and donated £234.67!
Thank you Saltrock: St Ives,
Newquay & Falmouth – your
collection boxes raised £280.94.

People just
like YOU doing
incredible
things.

Vanilla Catering have donated
£1,821 after choosing us as their
charity of the year!

The Natural Store, Falmouth have
raised an amazing £537.46 with
their instore collection box.

Isla sold Ice Creams during the St
Agnes Carnival, raising £73.11.

The annual Broad Haven Christmas
Pudding Run raised £1,000!

Devoran school held a beachthemed day in school and donated
£223.90.

The Met Office have chosen us as
their charity of the year for the next
three years! Their fundraising events
have raised over £4,000 so far!

Mountbatten School donated
£609.97 following their NCS
programme!
Lottie celebrated her birthday
by asking for donations to SAS
raising £77.25.
Nick entered the Great South Run
raising £244!

Lucy is the first person to swim the
channel in aid of SAS, raising
£1,380!
Pipeline 108
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Thank you to the Pizza Café – they
donated £97 to SAS by selling
bamboo and metal straws!

Iwan raised £75 having taken part
in the Cardiff Half!

Thank you to all at Minehead
Running Club who donated £2,000
to SAS!
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The Insurance Institute of
Plymouth and Cornwall donated
£978.23 which members raised at
their Annual Dinner!

Maeve entered the Hever Castle
Triathlon, raising £1,272!
Matthew took part in a cycle from
London to Brighton raising £450!

Becky and Tom
took part in the Tough
Mudder, raising £500!

Manchester Grammar School held
a Be More Rory day, in memory of
Rory Cheetham and they raised an
incredible £1,740.

Emma organised a concert in aid
of SAS at The Thunderbolt, Bristol,
raising £581!
Thank you to All Hallows School –
they raised an amazing £1,200!
A pop-up shop in Penzance run by
Glyn raised £146 for SAS!
Thanks Dunannie School – they
raised £241.96!
Jordans Café, Marizon hosted an
SAS collection box, raising £84.81.

A team of six from Situ8 headed to
Falmouth for the annual triathlon,
raising £462.66.
Izzy, age 8 wrote a book
highlighting the issues of plastic
pollution, raising £20!
Porthtowan beach bar recently
returned a full collection box with
£43.72.
Just Shake disco put on their
dancing shoes and raised £256!
Direct Line undertook fundraising
activities at their Bristol office and
raised £295.62!
Thank you to the Heart of England
organic group who recently
donated £40.

Are you planning a cake
sale, running a marathon,
shaving your hair off
or going plastic-free?!
Whatver you decide to do,
we would love to hear
from you! Ping katie@sas.
org.uk with your plans,
to ask for inspiration or
find out what events we
having coming up that you
can get involved in!
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Meet the team

MEET THE
TEAM
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Katy Anstis
Finance Manager
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I joined the team at the end of 2018.
Working in finance inevitably means a lot
of staring at numbers, having a calculator
handy at all times, and a secret love of
Excel (as colourful as possible). But the
job is much more varied and interesting
than it sounds. I really enjoy helping the
organisation run smoothly, and being
involved in everything, from paying our
suppliers to presenting our latest financial
information to the Trustees.
I started my career in financial services,
and then joined the finance teams at some
large retailers, but being part of these
high street giants never felt quite right to
me. I slowly realised that I fundamentally
disagreed with the work I was doing, and
the pursuit of sales and profit above all
else. In clichéd style I decided to quit,
travel, gain some perspective, and train
as a yoga teacher. It woke me up to my
impact on the world, and I started making
changes to my lifestyle, became a vegan,
and began experimenting with making my
own clothes.

A move to the third sector was
inevitable, and I was lucky enough to work
at BBC Media Action and at Greenpeace,
before seeing this fantastic opportunity
to work for SAS. I’m proud and excited to
work for this amazing organisation that is
fighting to protect the environment.
I’m a born and bred Londoner and
will always love that city, but after 12
years of commuting by tube, it was a
real adventure to cram all my worldly
belongings into my small car and head
down to the South West. My grandparents
are Cornish, and I have many happy
memories of holidays to the sea (see 90s
retro surf pic!). So with family roots here,
I’ve always had a little bit of the county
and the ocean in my heart.
It is a dream come true to be living and
working by the wild Cornish coast - I still
can’t quite believe I can see the sea from
my desk. Come spring it will be time to get
in and learn to surf!
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Star Supporter

Star
Supporter
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Name: Mary James
Occupation: Retired Murder
Detective / SAS Office
Volunteer
Lives: Truro, Cornwall
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I was brought up in Falmouth,
Cornwall some 50 years ago and have
always loved the sea. My childhood was
spent on Gyllyngvase Beach snorkelling
and rockpooling, come rain or shine. I
love the outdoors and wildlife, so there
couldn’t have been a better place to
spend my childhood.
I enjoy open water swimming and have
completed numerous triathlons. I even
managed to compete at the World Age Group
triathlon championships in Switzerland and
New Zealand. We are so lucky in Cornwall
having so many great swimming beaches on
our doorstep and it’s free!
I moved away from Cornwall when I

was 18. I joined the Metropolitan Police in
1986 and spent 30 years working in London
mainly as a Detective. The last 10 years
of my service was spent on a dedicated
murder enquiry team. Some of which were
high profile. I loved my job, some cases
were fascinating albeit sad, and getting a
guilty verdict at the Crown Court was the
icing on the cake.
I retired in 2016 and moved back to
Cornwall. I wanted to do some voluntary
work, and was aware of SAS and their
great work. I liked the idea that they are a
small charity caring for the environment
- without which we are nothing. I started
volunteering in 2017. I help out in the

office and with their online sales once a
week. I also spend much time cleaning up
the Truro river in my kayak. I can reach
bits of the shoreline in my kayak that
would be difficult to reach on foot. There
is so much plastic out there. It’s different
to the waste found on the beach. It’s more
carrier bags, food wrappings, bottles/
cans, dog poo bags and even catheters (it’s
amazing what people flush down their
loo!). Much of the rubbish gets caught up
in the overhanging trees and undergrowth
and stays there for many years. I found a
Marathon wrapper last year that had to be
at least 20 years old.
It’s a disgusting, filthy, muddy job

and I need a good hot shower and scrub
afterwards, but the parts of the Truro river
I clean are starting to look better.
I love my volunteering at the SAS
offices. Everyone is so upbeat and
passionate about the charity. I come away
from there feeling so enthused.
It’s good to go to the office as it
makes me realise it’s not all about beach
cleans, but also lobbying parliament and
educating school children.
Finally, if there is anyone out there
that lives by the Truro river and has a
kayak and wants to help, then please
contact me through SAS as I would love
some extra hands!
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Corporate Sponsors

Fiona Buttrey
We chat to one of our corporate
supporters Fiona Buttrey,
partner at S A Partners, about
why they’re supporting us.

We’d like to thank the
team at SA Partners for
choosing to support our
vital work protecting
the UK’s coastline. Now
more than ever before
our oceans and beaches
need protecting and the
generous support of S A
Partners will help us to
continue our work.”
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— Pete Lewis, Director of Fundraising
& Operations at SAS
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We’re an international management
consultancy firm who encourage our
customers to adopt environmentally
friendly options which make good business
sense. Improving energy efficiency reduces
costs as well as reducing carbon emissions,
and the same goes for waste to landfill.
We support SAS because the sea is close
to our hearts. Our Managing Director, Simon
surfed when he was younger. Life Science
Practice Lead, John completed a Masters in
Oceanography and is a keen yachtsman. And
I kayak surf on my local beach Llangennith
whenever there are waves. We have a strong
connection to the sea and we’re keen to do
what we can to protect it.
We’ve been making changes in the
office and at home. In the office we only
use real coffee cups and glasses to avoid
plastic and non-recyclable waste. We
only use caterers who minimise singleuse plastics for our work buffets and we
actively recycle all materials, including
plastics in the office.

At home we’ve made quite a few
changes – milk deliveries in glass bottles,
solid soap instead of shower gel and hand
wash, re-usable sandwich wrappers,
growing summer veg, reusable mesh
bags for the supermarket and I always
travel with a re-usable coffee cup and
water bottle. These are small steps, but
if everyone adopted similar measures,
the amount of plastic waste we generate
would be massively reduced.
This summer, we’re planning a team
canoe trip on the river Wye and we will carry
out an SAS river clean at the same time.
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Legacies

Why leaving a gift to SAS
in your will makes waves
for years to come.
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Love it,
protect it,
forever…

Supporters like you have been protecting
our coastline for nearly 30 years. You’ve
helped to improve water quality in the UK
beyond recognition. And now, thousands
of volunteers are inspiring thousands
more to live free from single-use plastic.
With a gift in your will, you can make sure
the love and commitment you’ve shown
to our oceans can live on and ensure that
our oceans can be enjoyed by everyone for
generations to come.
Catherine Haines is an artist living and
working in Cornwall. She included a gift in
her will to celebrate her love of the sea:
“When I cared for my mother while
she was dying of cancer, I realised how
important it was to have a will. The fact she
had written hers and planned for her future
made a difficult time a lot easier. A few years
after her death, I bought my own home and
decided to make my own will. My sisterin-law told me about a charity will writing
scheme called Will Aid, and so I chose a
partaking local solicitor to draw one up.
“I knew I wanted to include a charity
in my will and it made sense to look
close to home here in Cornwall. I love
sea swimming, and know what a huge
difference SAS has made to the water
quality on our coast. For me, a local
grassroots charity with a strong community
spirit won my vote. I can’t think of a more
deserving group. However, I plan to live
a very long time, so SAS will be waiting a
while for my posthumous gift!”
A gift like Catherine’s could help bring
a message of ocean protection to the
classroom and inspire the next generation

of volunteers and activists. At Spinfield
School, headteacher, Jayne Spreadbury
explains how the SAS Plastic Free Schools
initiative has done just that:
“Our school believes in learning,
growing and developing together —that
means going beyond the curriculum and
teaching the students about global issues.
Through becoming a Plastic Free School,
our children are understanding how their
individual actions help the environment.
They’re also now helping the wider
community to reduce their single-use
plastic waste.”
To include a gift in your will to Surfers
Against Sewage you will need to include
our charity number which is 1145877.

You’ll also need to decide on the type of gift:
• A residuary gift where you can leave a
percentage of what’s left of your estate
after your other wishes are carried out.
• Or a pecuniary gift which is a fixed
financial donation.
• You can also leave a specific gift, which is
an item, such as jewellery.

Our Promise
• We recognise that family and friends
come first.
• We will never pressure you to give a gift
in your will.
• We respect your right to privacy.
• We understand that personal
circumstances change.
• We promise to use your gift wisely.

For more info, get in touch with Jess:
jess@sas.org.uk
01872 553001
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SAS SUpporters

We would like to thank all of our partnership
organisations that currently support our work.

The Kraken Rum
Salvage Bottle
The mythical sea Beast has
donated £1 to Surfers Against
Sewage for every bottle sold,
in order to help their vigorous
battle against plastic and
pollution beneath the waves.
If your company would like to support our work protecting the UK’s oceans and
beaches, please contact Pete Lewis on pete@sas.org.uk to discuss opportunities.
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250 Club Members

Join the
250 Club!

Mylor Sailing School • Watergate Bay Hotel •
Adventureline Walking Holidays • Blackwater Studios • Rustic Cakes • Surf Snowdonia
West Wight Holidays • Flowmo • Ecogym • Freewave Surf Academy • Fourth Element
Hoffmann & Rathbone • Psyched Paddleboarding • Butta • Cornish Seaweed • CBSVL
First Wave Adventures • Just Kampers • Mungo’s Hastings • Coastal Spirit
Crossways General Store • Little Tide • Lizard Adventure Ltd • Studio in the Sticks
Sundried • Principality Building Society • Marsdens Devon Cottages • My Claim Solved
Whale of a Time Clothing • Eat 2 Fingers • Esme Wellbeing • Harwoods Garage

250 Club

Mantis World • Ocean Helper • Helping Hand Environmental • Adventure South
Ashley House Printing Company • Buff • Dor & Tan • EcoStardust • Escape Surf School
Stitches + Steel • Whitby & Co • Wholegrain Digital • Big Balls Collective
Crantock Bay Hotel • Elite Automotive • Forever Cornwall • Northcore
Pin-Up Brewing Co. • Cullercoats Bike & Kayak • Infinity Foods • Waste Paper Solutions
• Davy J • Freeze Pro Shop • Linda Thomas Eco Design • Scapa Fest • Hyde + Hyde Architects
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Leap Media • Marraum • Woodfired Canteen • Elements Brand Management
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Being part of our business membership
scheme allows you to support the work
of SAS and join a network of likeminded business owners committed to
protecting the environment. Just like
Jess Lenney, the awesome founder of 250
Club business Tide Up:
Tide Up is a subscription box service,
sending plastic-free gift boxes. I launched
Tide Up just over a year ago in a bid to help
people reduce their plastic waste and raise
awareness of the benefits of looking after
our oceans.
Growing up in Cornwall, I spent my
childhood in the sea and was brought up
to respect our oceans. For me, the sea is
my happy place and having moved away
for university, I realised that I took the
sea for granted and found myself craving
the sea air.
It was from this feeling that the idea
for Tide Up was born. I wanted to enable
those who are feeling a little ‘tide up’ to
bring a package of self-care and sea air
straight to their door, whilst helping to cut
down plastic use.

Launching my first business at the
age of 22 with no business experience
was extremely challenging. It took a lot
of hard work, a steep learning curve and
a shed-load of support, but here we are!
The support I’ve received from other
sea-loving ladies from around the world
has been incredible, showing me that by
empowering one another and sharing a
passion for the ocean, we truly can achieve
anything we put our minds to.
Through Tide Up, I hope to show
people how a small change, like a reusable
coffee cup, can make a big difference.
Thanks to the support of our customers,
we are now able to support the ocean by
being part of the 250 Club.
Jess Lenney – Founder of Tide Up
www.tidebox.co.uk

Get on the Water • Henry Burgers • JensonR+ Ltd • Kobe Surf • Over The Moon Tents
APC Wet Paint Ltd • Earth Friendly Foodware • Freshwell Camping • Sunday Collab
The Slipway • Trident Marine • Broken Spur Service Station • Christian Surfers UK
Clipper Contracting Group • Dinghy • Kind • TideUp • Beeswax Wraps • Conscious Creatives
Indi Boards • Phineas Group • The New Forest Paddlesport Company
Turnstyle Designs • UNNU • White Woods • 2 Penwinnick Cottages • Dirtbusters
East Coast Surf • Eat Play Bark • Elusive • Hantex Ltd • Little Drop In The Ocean
Quality Cottages • Quality Unearthed • Suffolk Secrets • Celtic & Co. • Little Surfers
Pitt White Bamboo • Steppes Travel • Trevose Harbour House • Via the Ocean
Emma Wyatt Creative Marketing • St Moritz • The Happy Turtle Co. • Yogafriends
Burnt Soul • Circle One • Locker 27 Ltd • needessentials EUROPE • Ocean Tee
A Wolf and I • Allium • Armstrong Energy Ltd • Britannia Retail • Celtic Cross Joinery
Flux ‘n’ Flame • Kingsurf • Progressive Llp • Simon Annear Plumbing & Heating
Woods Café • Clearly Cloudy • ITS Taste • Pineapple Island • Spartan Press
Top Labels Online • 42nd Street Nightclub • Best of Brighton • Churchill Services
Classic Sailing • Comfort Insurance • East Coast Bars • Emerge Surf
James Hudson Interiors • Lone Goat • Mayhem’s Eye • room44 • Atlantic Spirit
Black Velvet Styling • Endurmeta • Get Lost and Found • Greener Terrace Gardener
GreenerReach • Icarus Communications • Maison SASSY • Non Plastic Beach
Artillery • Blue Sky Intermodal • DavidWalker.info • Deep Blue Straws
Powered By Beard • Unleashed Web • Vintage Child • Battle Green Box
Buy Whole Foods Online • Custom Developments • Solve Web Media • Sunset Tipis
JMSA Consulting • Oltco Ltd • The Ethical Rebel • The Loft Box • Godrevy Café
The Plastic Free Shop
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50.4429° N | 5.0553° W
#PlasticFreeCoastlines
PR O UDLY SUP P OR TED
SINC E 2 001

DIZZEE RASCAL • JORJA SMITH
PLAN B • FRANZ FERDINAND • RAZORLIGHT • SLAVES
MICHAEL FRANTI & SPEARHEAD • MABEL • BUGZY MALONE
SAM FENDER • IDLES • THE HUNNA • SLEAFORD MODS • OCEAN WISDOM
DERMOT KENNEDY • IBIBIO SOUND MACHINE • LEWIS CAPALDI • GABRIELLE APLIN
HOUSE GOSPEL CHOIR • LADY LESHURR • THE MAGIC GANG • GRACE CARTER • SOAK
PETE MURRAY • SELF ESTEEM • BOY AZOOGA • BODEGA • EASY LIFE • GEORGIA • CARAVANA SUN
FEET • LAUREL • HOCKEYSMITH • SEA GIRLS • SKEGSS • THE DUNWELLS
FERRIS & SYLVESTER • JACK VALLIER • JVCK JAMES • ECHO TOWN • RACHEL CHINOURIRI • JAZ KARIS • THE STALKS
LUCY GALLANT • BAILEY TOMKINSON • JORDAN LEE COLLINS • FIN HENDERSON • SEB HEART

WITH SPECIAL GUEST

GIGGS

DJ EZ • JAX JONES & MARTIN SOLVEIG • WILKINSON B2B SUB FOCUS
MY NU LENG & DREAD MC • CLAUDE VONSTROKE • MALL GRAB • DERRICK CARTER • DENNIS FERRER
PROBLEM CENTRAL • FLAVA D • ARTWORK • ROSS FROM FRIENDS • DARKZY FEAT WINDOW KID
WEISS • MELÉ • DIMENSION • BRADLEY ZERO • MASON MAYNARD B2B ELI BROWN
JAMES HYPE • NATHAN DAWE • ARTFUL DODGER • PROSPA • CRISSY CRISS • BARELY LEGAL
KAREN HARDING • SHAPES • THE MENENDEZ BROTHERS • JAGUAR • DJ PROOF • DJ JONEZY • CAKEBOY
P LU S H U N D R ED S M O R E A C R O S S T W ELVE S TA G E S . . .

Surf

WORLD SURF LEAGUE COMPETITIONS
MEN’S OPEN • WOMEN’S OPEN • MEN’S LONGBOARD PRO
WOMEN’S LONGBOARD PRO • LESSONS • BEACH CLEANS

Soul

YOGA • GONG BATHS • WELLBEING WORKSHOPS
STREET FOOD & GOURMET DINING • BEACH SESSIONS
UK’S BIGGEST SILENT DISCO • COASTAL ADVENTURES

PROUDLY PRESENTED BY

LINE UP SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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